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SECTION A
Executive Summary
The following study provides a comprehensive inventory and analysis of all existing conditions and a series of
recommendations for improving field and park facilities throughout the Town of Natick. We have looked
specifically at the fields and parks that the town owns, operates, and manages, including:
Memorial Beach
Memorial School
Murphy Field
Natick High School North Complex
Natick High School South Complex
Navy Yard Field
Sargent / MathWorks Field
Shaw Park
South Natick Dam Park
South Natick Multi‐Purpose Area
Tony Anniballi Park at Pegan Cove
Town Common
West Hill Park
Wilson Middle School

Bennett‐Hemenway School
Brown School
Cole Center Fields
Community Senior Center
Coolidge Field
East School
Grove Park
Henry Wilson Memorial Park
Hunnewell Fields
J.J. Lane Park
Johnson School
Kennedy Middle School
Lilja Elementary School
Loker Park
Mary Bunker Park

A needs assessment has been prepared and it is based on our examination of the physical conditions of all
parks and fields and information gathered during a series of meetings with key user groups and stakeholders.
As work progressed, the following became clear:








There are insufficient playing venues to meet the increasing demands of the Natick community. Refer to
Appendix A – Study Facilities for field use data and Section 3 ‐ Needs Assessment for general use data.
Turf conditions are stressed at many locations due to heavy and often excessive use during all seasons of
the year and during all types of weather.
Natick should look for opportunities to create new playing venues at alternate properties. Without new
venues, the improved playing conditions will never be attained because the existing venues will continue
to be overused at an ever increasing rate, further deteriorating conditions.
The town should set aside funds to renovate existing facilities as new venues come online. Improvements
can be accomplished through a traditional public design, bid, and construct process or through other
creative means that provide cost benefits. We have described these other means in Section 6 – Funding
Opportunities.
The town should aggressively pursue other traditional state and federal funding sources for proposed
renovations to reduce the financial burden on residents. The town should also use local funding
authorizations to leverage other funds from both public and private sources.
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Town maintenance and operations staff members, who are hampered by the growing number of park/field
users and lack of facilities to accommodate the needs of these users, make decisions on how to best allocate
maintenance funds and maintenance resources based on priority of need. Under this approach, some
properties suffer, namely the Lilja Elementary School Little League Field, West Hill Park, Johnson School Field,
and East Park Field (shown in order below).

Despite current limitations, quality turf conditions have been achieved at several playing venues, such as the
Sargent/MathWorks fields, the High School soccer/lacrosse and baseball field, Wilson Middle School Field,
Cole South Field, Coolidge Park, and Murphy Field. The following images depict MathWorks Field, Cole South
Field, Wilson Middle School Field, and Murphy Field, respectively.

Surrounding towns have moved aggressively to expand their field‐based playing venues due to dramatically
increased rates of participation in traditional (baseball, football, soccer) and emerging (lacrosse, field hockey)
sports and the ever‐expanding participation rate of women and girls in general. Natick sees the same
expansion in the number of programs offered and the number of individuals participating, as evident in the
data provided by the Natick High School Athletic Director. Recent improvements to Cole North Field (shown
below) represent an important beginning, but conditions at other facilities are not likely to improve without
recognizing the need to adopt many of the basic recommendations identified within this Executive Summary
and throughout the “Master Plan for Parks and Fields.”

There are high levels of risks involved with continuing to operate some of the facilities in their current
condition. Many facilities exhibit safety issues that include compacted turf, uneven playing surfaces, sharp
protrusions on fencing, and trip hazards. It is important to protect our children, but it is also important to
protect the town from liability implications. Recent litigation has resulted in settlements of several hundred
Master Plan for Parks and Fields
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thousand dollars to injured athletes making use of public sports and recreation facilities. Refer to Appendix A
– Study Facilities for more detailed information on the deficiencies and hazards at the town sites.
The most important goal of this study is to help the town get to the point of maintaining and operating the
safest possible playing facilities regardless of the level of play. Across the country, we are experiencing a
heightened focus on athlete and child safety; this increased awareness has resulted in increased scrutiny of all
potential contributors to injury. People using athletic fields, courts, and playgrounds are inherently exposed
to some risk of injury; however, the risk of head injuries is a major concern. Most concussions are the result of
athlete‐to‐athlete collisions, but approximately 10‐15% of concussions in sports are caused by head‐to‐
surface contact. When a player falls on a field, the impact is absorbed by the playing surface and the player’s
body. The “harder” the surface, the greater the amount of impact that is absorbed by the player’s body and
this situation increases the probability that a fall will result in serious injury. Reduction or elimination of trip
hazards and hard turf playing surfaces can greatly reduce the risk of injury. We support the premise that a
properly constructed and properly maintained park/field can help reduce injury risk.
Here are some sobering facts, as outlined in a presentation by John C. Sorochan, Ph.D., Distinguished
Professor, Turfgrass Science, University of Tennessee Institute of Agriculture:


Nearly 60% of high school students in the United States participate in
organized sports – Center for Disease Control and Prevention, 2002



Across high school sports, 250,000 concussions were reported in 2009 –
National Research Council, 2013



3.5 million children under age 14 receive medical treatment for sports‐related
injuries – Safe Kids, 2007



50% of these injuries are preventable – Brenner, 2007; Safe Kids, 2007



5.7% of high school football injuries were definitely related to field conditions,
15.2% were possibly related to field conditions – Harper et al., 1984



10% of lawsuits related to sports injuries claim that the athletic field was inadequately maintained – Dougherty, 1988

We invite you to review the larger document that follows and to actively participate in an endeavor to
provide improved field‐based recreational and athletic opportunities to all residents of Natick, but especially
to the youth of the community.

NATICK FIELD AND PARK SUMMARY EQUATION
INCREASING NUMBER OF PARTICIPANTS + NOT ENOUGH PLAYING FIELD
VENUES = POOR-TO-GOOD FIELD PLAYING CONDITIONS OVERALL
Master Plan for Parks and Fields
Town of Natick, Massachusetts
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SECTION 2
Introduction
In 2014, the Town of Natick retained Weston & Sampson to complete this comprehensive Master Plan for
Parks and Fields. The Town of Natick funded the project to assess all public field and park properties that
currently provide critical outlets for athletic competition and recreational enjoyment for all residents of the
community.
As part of our approach to this master plan development, we thoroughly analyzed the completed studies and
other information the town had compiled for various properties. At the earliest stage of project planning, we
revisited each project site to inspect and record all existing facilities and conditions. With our partners from
the town, we hosted a series of public outreach sessions to garner additional opinions and information about
the project sites.
After concluding the initial investigations, we prepared concept plans and/or improvement strategies that
show meaningful solutions and recommendations for maintaining and upgrading each site in a way that
improves performance and serves all constituents at a high level.

The image above identifies an aerial view of Natick High School South Complex. The vast majority of playing field venues that are
controlled by the town typically experience extremely heavy use and the inevitable scheduling conflicts that occur between school
athletic programs and town‐based youth/recreational sports leagues.

This master plan will serve as a guide for the future upkeep and entrancement of Natick’s fields, parks and
open space properties, as well as a tool to secure funding from various private and public sources.
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The specific scope of work tasks that Weston & Sampson performed, include:











Compiling base maps and plans suitable for the development of all conceptual design plans for each of
the properties being considered.
Visiting each site for the purposes of completing a comprehensive inventory of assets, conditions,
opportunities, constraints, risks etc.
Record and report on all existing conditions at each property.
Conduct public outreach sessions.
Compile needs assessment results and identify the most critical field needs by tabulating the current use
of each facility.
Develop concept plans for selected properties that respond to known community needs and
preferences.
Establish budgets and phasing, funding and implementation strategies for all desired property
enhancements.
Identify the means to complete projects (implementation strategies).
Prepare a ten‐year capital plan.
Develop and publish the final, preferred master plan.

During the past several months, representatives of Weston & Sampson have developed conceptual and final
“preferred” master plans for each of the designated field and park facility properties. The master plans were
generated in response to the needs of the town as expressed by various user groups and others in the town
Administration who are responsible for the programming and maintenance of the various sites. At the outset
of the process and in conjunction with the master planning work, Weston & Sampson representatives
frequently toured the properties in order to assess the existing conditions of all field facilities, identifying
current limitations, safety and maintenance issues and potential opportunities for providing improved
facilities and improved user experience. Existing conditions assessments are included in the form of a series
of photographs, plans and narrative descriptions contained later in this document. They are also available on
Utility Cloud.
The major points of the conceptual master plans for each property were presented on numerous occasions to
key stakeholders during January and February 2015 and to the general public at public outreach meetings
held during March and April of 2015.
In addition to identifying capital improvement priorities for each site, this field and park master planning
document also identifies important considerations pertaining to the updating of the town’s fields use policy.
If approved, these updates will help to communicate when fields are available for use and when they are
closed due to inclement weather, the need to “rest” turf or for other maintenance or refurbishment efforts.
It was clear that the desire of all participants in this process was to enhance playing conditions for all sports
groups and players at all locations so that competition could be held at facilities that meet minimum
organizational standards and that are safe, attractive and comfortable for both users and spectators. In short,
there was a strong desire to establish parks and field playing venues that the town could take pride in. This
report represents the culmination of the master planning process.
Great effort was made to make each venue multi‐generational. Elements such as walking paths with seating
areas, fitness stations, shade shelters, game tables, playgrounds and community gardens were incorporated
into the recommendations as much as feasible.
This report contains narrative and graphic depictions of the preferred master plans with descriptions of
recommended and potential improvements, potential expansion scenarios and implementation strategies. In
addition to identifying new and refurbished facilities that meet the needs of various programs and activities,
Master Plan for Parks and Fields
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property/facility including, improved parking, site access and circulation, multi‐generational use elements,
park signage, improved playing courts, renovated or proposed playing fields, enhanced playgrounds,
restroom facilities, improved ancillary features and landscape qualities that establish the characteristics
inherent to first‐class park and athletic facility properties. Implementation of the improvements outlined in
this master plan will require significant effort. The Funding Opportunities section of the report identifies
potential granting agencies, non‐profit entities and other sources of capital dollars or in‐kind services that
might help with refurbishment of one or more of the properties.
It is important to note that a “master plan” is typically general and dynamic; and as such, the recommendations
are not “cast in stone”. It is fully intended that, as particular projects are implemented, the actual scope of
improvements contained in this report will again be validated or refined to best meet user needs through a
continuing dialogue with stakeholders.

Fields at Natick High School South Complex (photo at left) and Memorial Elementary School (photo at right) are two of the most
frequently used facilities in Town.

Background
The master plan focuses primarily on 30 public, town‐controlled and operated playing field venues and parks
located within the Town of Natick. The list of properties is outlined in Section A – Executive Summary. The
master plan does not examine field or park properties that are privately operated and maintained.

In order to understand the field and park needs of the Natick community it was important to recognize major
properties that provide important field‐based playing venues and recreational amenities. The diagram on the
next page separates the town into six geographic regions. This separation was to help facilitate the public
participation process and in order to review a select number of properties in detail at each meeting. To
present and garner comments on all the properties in a single, or even several large meetings would have
been lengthy and cumbersome. The regions were divided by natural and man‐made barriers considering that
these barriers may be dividing lines for patrons. Once the public outreach process started the many
members of the public noted that the regions best reflected the general use patterns.

Master Plan for Parks and Fields
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The image above identifies an aerial view of the Town of Natick. The locations of the properties are indicated. Note the sites are
separated into 6 regions that will be used though out the project.
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Basic Goals and Objectives
The basic goals of the master planning process in relation to the properties referenced above included the
following:


Engage representatives of field and park programs in an organized and thought provoking dialogue in
order to develop a series of concepts for the appropriate refurbishment, redevelopment and/or
expansion of all designated properties.



Analyze current town sports programming offerings and participation, identify shortages and limitations,
and develop a strategy for providing new and refurbished facilities in order to specifically meet the
burgeoning needs of various user groups, leagues and activities.



Providing universal, barrier‐free access to all facilities and features located within a given property.
Improvements will provide new opportunities for all park patrons, especially for the disabled and elderly
within the community.



Proposing new amenities and facilities that are well‐designed and self‐sustainable; that are durable, long
lasting, easily maintained with limited resources, economically feasible and that may be implemented by
using a combination of capital improvement funds and in‐kind/volunteer services and donations.



Developing plans that provide upgraded ancillary facilities such as drives, parking areas, pedestrian
connections to facilities within the property and appropriate linkages to adjacent facilities.

Informational Meetings and Public Comment
The master planning process included a series of informational and public comment sessions, with primary
meetings identified in the chart located below.
Meeting

Subject

Date

Project Kick‐off Meeting

Project kick‐off meeting, outline scope of
work, review project schedule requirements

December 10, 2014

Initial Public Outreach and Input
Meeting

Review of initial mapping and field
reconnaissance efforts, receipt of comments
regarding limitations and opportunities at all
venues in Region 6

March 3, 2015

Public Outreach and Input Meeting

Review of initial mapping and field
reconnaissance efforts, receipt of comments
regarding limitations and opportunities at all
venues in Region 4

March 12, 2015

Public Outreach and Input Meeting

Review of initial mapping and field
reconnaissance efforts, receipt of comments
regarding limitations and opportunities at all
venues in Region 1

March 18, 2015

Public Outreach and Input Meeting

Review of initial mapping and field
reconnaissance efforts, receipt of comments

March 19, 2015

Master Plan for Parks and Fields
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regarding limitations and opportunities at all
venues in Region 2
Public Outreach and Input Meeting

Review of initial mapping and field
reconnaissance efforts, receipt of comments
regarding limitations and opportunities at all
venues in Region 3

March 24, 2015

Public Outreach and Input Meeting

Review of initial mapping and field
reconnaissance efforts, receipt of comments
regarding limitations and opportunities at all
venues in Region 5

April 1, 2015

School Outreach and Input
Meeting

Review of school sites, receipt of comments
regarding limitations and opportunities

April 8, 2015

School Outreach and Input
Meeting

Review of school sites, receipt of comments
regarding limitations and opportunities

April 16, 2015

Meeting with Natick Recreation
and Parks Department

Present draft improvement plans, receipt of
comments and suggestions for moving
forward

August 3, 2015

Meeting with Natick Recreation
and Parks Department

Present draft improvement plans, receipt of
comments and suggestions for moving
forward

August 12, 2015

Meeting with Natick Recreation
and Parks Department

Present draft improvement plans, receipt of
comments and suggestions for moving
forward

September 9, 2015

Meeting with town Administration

Detailed review of DRAFT master plan
document including all field and park
concept plans

November 9, 2015

Meeting with Natick Recreation
and Parks Department

Several meetings to review and revise the
draft master plan document

November, 2015 –
February, 2016

Meeting with Natick Recreation
and Parks Department

Submit the final draft master plan document

March 3, 2016

Board of Selectmen

Present Natick Field and Park Study Master
Plan and receive public comment

TBD

Large‐scale colored plans were used to communicate master plan findings, recommendations and concept
diagrams for each of the properties. Feedback from each meeting was generally constructive and positive
with most participants expressing keen interest in achieving dramatic improvements to sports fields and parks
in order to provide enhanced conditions for all users.

Master Plan for Parks and Fields
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SECTION 3
Needs Assessment
A successful master plan for the Town of Natick must consider the most pressing needs of the entire
community in order to assess the best use of each property. This Needs Assessment summarizes and
synthesis the information gathered during meetings and generated during the master planning process. In
compiling the needs of each property, we used a variety of data, methods, and tools, including:









Data gathered at informational meetings including emails received through public outreach
Information obtained at meetings with key stakeholder groups, including schools, Recreation and Parks
Department staff, residents, and all other sports groups and organizations
Advice and information from town staff members responsible for the maintenance and operation of
these facilities, including all key departments (i.e., Town Administrator’s Office, Department of Public
Works, Engineering Division, Recreation and Parks Department)
Anecdotal data gathered during the master planning process
Previous studies and findings, including Natick 360, Open Space and Recreation Plan 2010, Playground
Inventory 2013, and Historic Landscape preservation Grant Program 1999 Application
Analysis and inventory of existing facilities and conditions throughout the Natick Recreation and Parks
system
Use of recognized parks and recreation‐related standards and requirements

The planning process included conducting comprehensive inspections at each of the venues in town to
inventory the quantity of the facilities and assess their conditions. The physical condition of a facility can often
be a strong indicator of the degree of use (or overuse), especially in a community like Natick where significant
resources are expended in an attempt to achieve quality conditions. Extensive wear and tear exhibited at a
field or park always identifies a need, whether it is a need for additional facilities to accommodate the sheer
number of users or a need for properly constructed fields and parks. Properly constructed fields are easier to
maintain, allow for more use, and are more aesthetically pleasing than improperly constructed fields, which
may have poor soil structure. Poor soil structure leads to compaction and excessive weed growth; soils that
are overly compacted do not receive the essential water, nutrients, and air necessary for survival. Conversely,
natural turf fields with a lush, healthy stand of grass also lead to a healthier environment.
Turfgrasses have been utilized by humans to enhance their environment for more
than 10 centuries. The complexity and comprehensiveness of these
environmental benefits that improve our quality‐of‐life are just now being
quantitatively documented through research. Turfgrass benefits may be divided
into (i) functional, (ii) recreational, and (iii) aesthetic components. Specific
functional benefits include: excellent soil erosion control and dust stabilization
thereby protecting a vital soil resource; improved recharge and quality protection
of groundwater, plus flood control; enhanced entrapment and biodegradation of synthetic organic compounds; soil
improvement that includes CO2 conversion; accelerated restoration of disturbed soils; substantial urban heat dissipation‐
temperature moderation; reduced noise, glare, and visual pollution problems; decreased noxious pests and allergy‐
related pollens; safety in vehicle operation on roadsides and engine longevity on airfields; lowered fire hazard via open,
green turfed firebreaks; and improved security of sensitive installations provided by high visibility zones. The recreational
benefits include a low‐cost surface for outdoor sport and leisure activities, enhanced physical health of participants, and a
unique low‐cost cushion against personal impact injuries. The aesthetic benefits include enhanced beauty and
attractiveness; a complimentary relationship to the total landscape ecosystem of flowers, shrubs and trees; improved
mental health with a positive therapeutic impact, social harmony and stability; improved work productivity; and an
overall better quality‐of‐life, especially in densely populated urban areas. – James B. Beard and Robert L. Green – 1993
Master Plan for Parks and Fields
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In the end, information compiled during the public outreach meeting process, the inventory of current
facilities, and the analysis of existing conditions proved critical in determining the needs of the community.
Since the facilities at dedicated school properties meet some of the town’s playing field needs, the resulting
Needs Assessment takes into account the inherent scheduling difficulties associated with prioritizing school‐
related activities/events over playing field needs. Other town youth sports league events must accommodate
and be programmed around the school schedules.

In addition, the needs assessment found that the town lacks dedicated rectangular‐shaped fields for the
exclusive use of football, soccer, lacrosse, field hockey, and other similar athletic programs. Nine of the 17
rectangular‐shaped fields in town overlap with baseball, softball, or little league diamonds. Town sports
programs that require rectangular‐shaped fields often make use of “multi‐use” fields that physically overlap
baseball, softball, or little league field venues. The overlapping nature of these multi‐use fields creates both
scheduling and use conflicts if two activities occur at the same time, and puts facilities in extremely high
demand during all playing seasons. Maintaining turf under these high‐demand, multi‐use conditions becomes
a major challenge. Also, many sports programs at the recreational level currently play on private, leased land.
All of the schools in town use their respective athletic field facilities for extra‐curricular sports, recess, and
physical education classes in addition to scheduled practices and games. These intensive uses wear on the
conditions of many of these fields. The town needs another full‐size baseball field, which could be used
mainly for junior varsity (JV) baseball. Currently, the JV team plays at Wilson Middle School, but the site layout
is not ideal because of sun orientation and the field’s proximity to abutters. In addition, Wilson Middle School
representatives would prefer to see a more age‐appropriate use of the field. A full‐size baseball diamond does
not meet the needs of a middle school; they would like to expand their rectangular field and add a little
league field, which would better meet the needs of the school. If the town can find a location for a new full‐
size baseball field, they can convert the current full‐sized baseball field at the school to a more appropriate
facility that includes both a multi‐use rectangular field and a little league field.

Netting at the Wilson Middle School baseball field (left) | Players bench fencing and backstop at Bennett‐Hemenway School (middle) |
Tennis courts at East School (right)
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Many residents, users, and stakeholders expressed an interest in improving other ancillary facilities at the
various playing field properties (e.g., support buildings, backstops, fencing, parking areas, sports lighting,
irrigation, basketball courts, children’s playground equipment, etc.).
Although this master plan includes proposed new playgrounds at some town venues, the inspection of
existing playgrounds revealed some urgent issues that should be addressed, including:








All or most playgrounds are missing general labels indicating appropriate age usage and warnings about
misuse of equipment
Wood fiber mulch was not at the minimum depth for the fall height of certain equipment
Some wood edging at the playgrounds contains insect nests
Plastic edging at certain areas creates tripping hazards
Aging playgrounds have cracked, peeling, rusting, or chipping paint
The wooden playground equipment at the Cole Center is cracking, splitting, and decaying
Most equipment does not meet the current minimum standards for playground safety

Refer to Appendix D for a detailed table of Natick Playgrounds and their installation dates.
The recreational needs assessment for Natick also included consideration of the following:
Current Trends – The popularity of certain recreational activities ebbs and flows over time. For instance,
lacrosse is experiencing incredible growth in many New England communities, including Natick. Soccer
continues to maintain great popularity with more than 1,500 town participants every season. Appendix C
shows the increase in lacrosse from 254 participants in 2010 to 405 in 2015. The town also hosts many
divisions at the high school level, including freshman, JV, and varsity.
American college admissions departments seek well‐rounded students who are immersed in both academics
and extra‐curricular activities. This requirement, in addition to a national movement toward improving
“wellness” through diet and activity, has contributed to increased athletic participation rates in many
suburban towns, highlighted by First Lady Michelle Obama’s Let’s Move campaign. More recently, a
TrueSport.org report from the United States Anti‐Doping Agency (USADA) claims that, in addition to the
obvious physical benefits, participation in sports leads to emotional, psychological, and social benefits as well,
including:











Research shows that physical activity slows down the development of chronic diseases and conditions
such as heart disease, hypertension, Type 2 diabetes, obesity, and osteoporosis because sports
participation strengthens the heart, muscles, and bones and decreases stress.
Childhood and youth obesity has doubled over the past 25 years and affects one‐third of all children by
the third grade.
Sports and physical activity play an important role in helping children maintain a healthy weight.
Children who play sports at an early age are more likely to remain active as teens and adults.
Recreational activity is good for the body and the brain (physical movement affects the brain's
physiology) and has a positive effect on emotional, social, and psychological development; children who
play sports show improved academic achievement, higher self‐esteem, fewer behavioral problems, and
healthier psychological adjustment.
When students exert energy outside the classroom, they have a higher attention span inside the
classroom; physical exertion leads to short‐term relaxation, enhanced creativity and memory, better
mindsets/moods, and improved problem‐solving skills.
Children who play sports earn higher grades in school and complete more years of education.

Master Plan for Parks and Fields
Town of Natick, Massachusetts
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Sports can teach young athletes to control their emotions and show initiative, two traits that are easily
transferable to other areas of life (e.g., school, family, career).
Studies show that girls who play sports gain confidence and self‐esteem, and are less likely to be
overweight and depressed, smoke, use illegal drugs, or become pregnant as a teen.

Studies show that physical activity that takes place in an appropriate, supportive environment, regardless of
whether it is for children or adults, organized or impromptu, competitive or recreational, can have a positive,
constructive influence on the community as a whole. More information on the USADA study can be found at
www.TrueSport.org.
Studies have shown that improved, well‐managed parks attract homebuyers and increase property values. At
one of the outreach meetings in Natick, one resident mentioned that she bought her house because of its
proximity to the parks, including the Town Common. A recent article in The Columbus Dispatch (Ohio)
outlined what some believe to be general knowledge: that parks attract homebuyers. The article mentioned
that a National Association of Home Builders survey found that 65 percent of home shoppers said parks
would influence them to move to a community. A survey from the National Association of Realtors reported
that half of respondents would pay ten percent more to live near a park or protected open space.
Over the years, people wanted more opportunities for exercise and open space as interest in staying healthy grew. Cities
responded with walking trails, more sports fields and dog parks. The more popular the added services became, the more
cities realized that parks‐and‐recreation departments are an integral part of the effort to attract and keep tax‐paying
residents and businesses. "Definitely, the cities are competing with each other trying to get businesses and residents,"
said Jill Rudler of Keller Williams Excel Realty in Westerville.” – Earl Rinehart, The Columbus Dispatch

Athletic Field Usage – Whether it’s due to the general increase in the popularity of athletics, enactment of
Title IX for women’s sports equality, Natick’s increased school‐age population, or a combination of the three,
the number of soccer and lacrosse participants in town increased from 3,455 in 2010 to 3,622 in 2015.
Despite this increase in soccer/lacrosse participants, the construction of new rectangular field venues in town
has not kept pace with the increased participation levels. With a small team of maintenance support staff
members, the Town of Natick must make tough choices regarding where and how to allocate their limited
resources; therefore, some locations are left to survive with poor field conditions. These poor playing
conditions and similar hazards demoralize users and increase the risk of injury.
“Poor athletic field playing quality negatively impacts player performance and safety.” – Cockerham et al, 1993

Field Use Analysis – Weston & Sampson has concluded that the fields in Natick are used at a rate of more than
150% of their realistic use annually. For example, the Sargent/MathWorks fields, Coolidge Field, and the
Wilson Middle School field are used over 1,000 hours annually, which is double the 500 hours of
recommended annual use. These usage numbers do not include regular outdoor events such as Natick Days,
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Relay for Life, private rentals, passive recreation, or other informal/special events that may occur. (Refer to
Appendix A for more examples of overused fields and Appendix B for a detailed table of field usage.)
To provide a better understanding of the analysis and recommendations in this report, we compare the
industry standard recommendations with the assumptions used in this report. The industry standards and
report assumptions can generally be divided in two categories: ideal utilization and realistic utilization. The list
below outlines some of the ideal recommendations of turf professionals (from the Sports Turf Managers
Association (STMA), Turf Magazine, and various colleges/universities) regarding the use and maintenance of
the athletic fields.









Make every effort to begin each season with 100% turf coverage.
Limit field event scheduling to 25 to 50 events (100 to 250 hours) of use per year. Natural turf areas
become noticeably thin and bare beyond this limit and are unable to recover.
Each field should receive at least eight weeks of rest (i.e., no use at all) during the active growing season
each year to allow the turf to rejuvenate prior to the next year’s use.
Each field should receive a minimum of one inch of water each week, through rain or irrigation, to
maintain healthy and vigorous growth.
Turf should receive the same level of industry‐recommended maintenance during active, inactive, and
field rest periods.
Each field should receive one full year of rest, with a full rejuvenation program every four years to allow
the turf to revitalize itself and develop a sufficient “thatch” layer. Although seasonal thatch removal is a
normal part of turf maintenance, athletic fields require a certain thickness of thatch to protect the roots
from players’ cleats, maintain moisture, and cushion players from injury.
Football, soccer, and lacrosse tend to be more damaging to turf than other sports such as baseball and
softball. The majority of action during baseball and softball games takes place on the dirt infield, with only
three or four players in the outfield at a time, thus minimizing turf wear. Football, in particular,
concentrates the field wear at the center of the field due to the nature of play. Thus, to prevent overuse
of natural turf, baseball/softball field users and maintenance professionals discourage shared‐use fields
(e.g., playing soccer/football/lacrosse on baseball outfields).

While the above recommendations represent what is ideal, we know that it is unrealistic for most municipal
recreation and maintenance departments to administer the ideal approach. Fiscal budgets, personnel, and
facility limitations require a more “realistic utilization” of athletic fields. The list below outlines industry
standard recommendations for the realistic utilization approach:










Make every effort to begin each season with 100% turf coverage.
Limit field scheduling to 75% to 90% of maximum capacity per week to allow for sufficient rain date game
replays; allowance for field, player, and equipment setup/takedown time; and some measure of in‐season
field rest.
Limit use of each sufficiently maintained natural turf field to 250 to 350 hours of use per season.
Maintain sufficient field quantities to permit each field at least four weeks of rest (i.e., no use at all) each
year during the active growing season to allow the turf to rejuvenate prior to the next year.
Schedule fields that are not irrigated for minimal use during the summer season, with in‐season play
rotated frequently to minimize turf damage; or, provide on‐site irrigation or watering systems for each
town field. Exceptional damage occurs easily with use during hot and dry summer months.
Provide additional area surrounding each field (i.e., more than the required layout of the field), to allow
for field rotation and limit areas of concentrated wear on the fields.
Maintain sufficient thatch levels and vigorous turf – all fields should receive the industry recommended
levels of maintenance throughout the spring and fall growing seasons.
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Routinely rotate play on multi‐use fields, where possible, to minimize areas of turf damage and wear.
Aerate and slice‐seed fields, as necessary, to ensure adequate root growth and turf coverage.

With an understanding of what is reasonable for municipalities, we recommend that the Town of Natick
provide a moderate level of field maintenance. As with any major asset, synthetic and natural turf grass
sports fields need well‐planned and funded management programs to protect the owner’s investment. The
Town of Natick has a dedicated and knowledgeable sports turf manager who has developed and implemented
a meaningful program at some of the sites, but all of the venues would benefit from this type of program. In
addition, management of both turf surface types requires a budget that reflects the amount of activities that
occur on the fields, and this budget must be flexible enough to expand as the demand for field time and the
number of fields increase.
The following budget is an industry standard example, as outlined by the STMA for maintaining a field at a
moderate level:




$4,000 to $9,000 in materials cost and 250 labor hours per year in general maintenance costs for a
moderately maintained natural turf field. As use increases by a percentage, the costs to maintain the field
increases by the same percentage thus reducing maintenance at other sites.
$6,000 in materials and 375 labor hours per year in general maintenance costs for a synthetic turf field.

Currently, the Town of Natick spends an average of approximately $2,700 in materials and mowing and 120 in
labor hours per year/per field. Although this is an average cost, the town uses a tiered maintenance approach
(i.e., the fields that see the most use see the most maintenance).
Given all of these factors, and as a result of the public outreach and master planning process, we have
identified many basic needs, as summarized below:

N A T I C K ʼS P L A Y I N G F I E L D

NEEDS

More Playing Venues to Accommodate Usage
Fewer overlapping / Multi‐use Fields
Opportunities to Rest Fields
Greater Access to Various Facilities
Improved Ancillary Facilities (Irrigation Systems, Bleachers, Backstops, etc.)
More Funding for Basic Field Maintenance and Improvements
Appropriate Staffing Levels to Maintain Fields
New Capital Funding for Major Improvements at Field Properties
Funding for Appropriate Maintenance at New or Renovated Venues
Weston & Sampson anticipates that the town will require additional facilities, beyond what is proposed in this
master plan, to meet the current and continued town‐wide increase in sports activity participation rates.
Based on our evaluation of the field use calculated in the Study Facilities Matrix (Appendix A), further
evaluation of athletic leagues that play on leased land, and input from the public outreach meetings, the town
needs, at a minimum, 10 two‐acre rectangular multi‐use fields, one full‐size baseball field, two tennis courts
on the west side of town in Region 1 or on the north west side of town in Region 2, at least two lighted
basketball courts, and additional play areas in Region 4’s downtown area. Seven of the town’s multi‐use fields
are being used over 1,000 hours per year, which is about double the recommended STMA standard of 500 to
700 hours of use per year.
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Town‐Wide Numbers
Natick athletes play on the town’s 30 fields (about 35 acres of athletic fields) in excess of 32,000 hours a year,
which is an average of over 1,060 hours of use per field. In order to maintain proper field conditions, the total
capacity of the town’s 30 fields is 21,000 hours of use per year; therefore, the town uses their fields at more
that 150% of their capacity.
The master plan calls for a total of 12 tennis courts, however the community could use more per industry
standards in which 30 courts is recommended. We would suggest adding additional courts if new venues
become available.
Additionally, we assessed the areas of the community that lack resources. There are two areas of town that
lack recreational/park resources: the northeast and southernmost sections. Of the two, the northeast section
is the worst off, with East Park, one of the most dilapidated parks in town, as the only recreational facility in
that area.
The general recreational amenity shortfalls at the parks in the Town of Natick include:










Shade structures/picnic areas/seating
Signage – wayfinding, identification, and emergency information
Restroom and storage facilities
Drinking fountains / bottle‐filling stations
Trail heads and connections to natural resources
Splash pads
Dog parks
Community gardens
Canoe/kayak launches (where applicable)

This master plan outlines the General Themes for Improvement and “preferred” plans in Section 5; the plans
developed for each of the sites attempt to address the needs that are most pressing, most widely supported,
and most realistic given the nature of the properties that are available and the fiscal realities of the
community. However, since land is tight at all venues, realistic opportunities for field expansion at existing
facilities are limited, which will force Natick representatives to find other potential open space properties to
address the poor playing conditions caused by overuse and the lack of venues that characterize the system.
The plan also addresses the need to limit the distance and amount of travel time for transportation to high
school athletic program venues, since a premium is paid for bussing students to different venues. Relying on
the refurbishment of existing facilities alone is risky, as capital investments may deteriorate rapidly unless the
rates of use can be significantly curtailed at each playing venue.

Johnson Elementary School (left) and East School Park (right) are two facilities that need improvement.
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SECTION 4
Recommended Field Use Policy Updates
During discussions with town officials and youth organizations, it became apparent that Natick has done a
good job in establishing a Field Use Policy. Town representatives have clearly defined the duration of each
season, noted the procedures for fields to be opened or closed and established protocols for determining
when play should stop should conditions change. The current policy:







Clearly states the application process to permit out a field
Identifies a way to determine which groups receive priority
Defines the requirements needed to rent a field
Addresses what is provided and what groups are required to provide
Outlines the fee structure
Clearly outlines the town’s established rules and regulations

The town has also done a good job of communicating their field use policy to the groups in the community.
They continue to reiterate these policies through seasonal field use meetings. These meetings lead by the
Recreation & Parks Director, Land Facilities Supervisor and Athletic Director ensure that groups are on the
same page and understand the expectations for each season.
Weston & Sampson consulted many officials in surrounding communities regarding their field use policy
(including Framingham, Needham, Newton, Walpole, Waltham and Westwood). There are practices that
other communities have adopted that we suggest be included in Natick’s field use policy. We recommend the
following:


In Waltham, officials will not rush the opening of a new field facility until maximum grow‐in (turf
establishment) has been achieved. In this way, they are protecting their significant capital investments by
preventing use until facilities can withstand play.



In Needham, fields are often closed for short periods of time for minor renovation efforts (seasonal
aeration and slice seeding operations). This inconveniences user groups, but the need to maintain good
playing conditions takes precedent.



In many communities, fields that are plagued by heavy, wet soils that are slow to drain can be closed for
several days until drier conditions allow for use without risk of excessively damaging the turf and
underlying soil structure.

As Natick considers making capital improvements to various playing field venues, it is critical to make
necessary updates to the field use policy to protect future improvements and to maintain desirable playing
conditions. Even without new capital improvements, the field use policy is needed to help protect and
improve current playing conditions at all playing venues. It takes considerable resources (town funds for
labor, materials, equipment, etc.) to maintain fields at present.
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SECTION 5
General Themes for Improvements

The master planning effort presents a unique opportunity for the Town of Natick to assess their major park,
recreation, open space, and athletic facility properties and develop a series of thoughtful and achievable
enhancements to these spaces that will provide benefits to all members of the community.
In undertaking this planning process and developing the concept plans, a number of basic, recurring themes
for improvement became apparent. In this section, we summarize these basic themes, which can be
implemented as capital improvements are planned and constructed at many or all of the properties in the
master plan.
Pathways, Trails & Picnic Areas – Throughout the public input sessions of the master planning process, many
stakeholders sought improvements designed for multi‐generational use of the parks. One consistent theme
heard at every input session was a request for amenities that would serve all ages. The preferred master
plans call for incorporating new and upgraded pathways and trails, as well as picnic areas at all park and
school locations. These types of passive recreational amenities provide opportunities for residents of all
generations, backgrounds, and abilities to enjoy and they complement the traditional active recreational
facilities located at these same properties. At most sites, pathways can be constructed in compliance with
accessibility regulations since most of these sites have an abundance of gentle terrain and few extreme
slopes. Pathways (especially pathways that form a loop around the perimeter of a property) are attractive for
walking, jogging, skating, and biking and often become one of the most appreciated park amenities. We
recommend the following improvements to enhance the park user experience, offer additional conveniences,
and promote environmental stewardship in conjunction with the installation of new paths and trails.








Install measured markers around loop paths to facilitate
individual exercise programs, regardless of the varied
overall length of the existing and potential loop paths at
each site
Provide multi‐generational fitness stations either in
“pod” areas or regularly spaced along the loop paths
Place benches for rest and/or interaction at logical social
gathering points along pathways and trails and within
other peaceful and attractive settings
Install interpretive signage to describe a site’s unique
natural, cultural, and/or historical characteristics
Provide tree plantings to lend greater shade to the
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pedesstrian corrido
ors, provide enhanced wildlife
w
habitaats, and
impro
ove overall site aesthetics
Provid
de picnic areaas where appllicable and up
pon request
Place drinking foun
ntains with bo
ottle filling staations within various
park settings and along pathw
ways, especiaally on longeer trails
where
e dehydration
n could be an issue.

Access and Linkages – Another
A
impo
ortant improvvement type i ncludes
a
to thee properties, by foot
provisionss for new and improved access
and by caar. This can be
b accomplish
hed by provid
ding convenieent and
appropriately scaled parking
p
amenities, reducin
ng conflicts b etween
pedestrians and drivvers, and providing loggical ADA‐co mpliant
linkages between
b
vario
ous site features and faciilities within a given
space.
The prefe
erred master plans identifyy a series of improvement
i
ts that focus on the primaary park entraances and
parking arreas near the
e core of each
h property. Our
O primary r ecommendattions for improvements to
o enhance
park access and linkage
es include thee following:








Elimin
nate any badlyy deteriorated and difficultt‐to‐maintainn existing condditions
Develop new park entrances an
nd reconfiguree drives/park ing areas to pprovide clear travel patterns, clearly
define
ed parking spaces, more effficient use off the overall sspace, and moore parking sp
paces
Establish pedestriaan connection
ns from all reeconstructed parking areaas to provide safe, conven
nient, and
ADA‐ccompliant acccess to all majjor park facilitties and park areas
Recon
nstruct the parking areas to include neew pavementt or porous ssurfaces, low‐‐impact approaches to
storm
m drainage, cu
urbing, edges, and striping to achieve AD
DA compliancce
Install traffic‐calming measures to slow veehicular trafffic and provide for safe pedestrian m
movement
throughout the arrea (e.g., speeed bumps, taabled (or raissed) crossingss, and speciaal surface texxtures and
e areas of pedestrian use and traffic‐relaated signage)
colorss to delineate
Install canoe/kayakk launches wh
here appropriiate

Pedestrian/maintenance cirrculation at J.J. Lane Park in Natick,
N
MA | Priinceton Soccer Fields in Princeeton, MA | Cush
hing Park in
m, MA (Weston & Sampson)
Framingham

Children’ss Playgrounds – Playground
ds provide a destination
d
fo r neighborhood children and their pareents, often
becomingg hubs of community lifee. These playygrounds proovide opportuunities for th
he siblings off children
involved in
i other recre
eational activvities at thesee properties like baseball,, soccer, or laacrosse. The preferred
master plaans call for ne
ew or relocateed playgrounds at some paark and schoool locations.
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Our general recommendations for the proposed play areas at each of
the park locations include:






Installation of new, attractive, and exciting play equipment and
swings that appeal to various age groups
Installation of new and/or expanded playground infrastructure,
including edging, surfacing, and utilities
Enclosing play areas designed for younger children with
attractive fence treatments
Installation of seating, signage, and other furnishings
Installation of trees, landscaping, shade shelters, and picnic
areas

Menino Park in Charlestown, MA (Weston &
Sampson) Photo courtesy of Landscape
Structures‐Evos™ system, which is both
physically and mentally more challenging than
traditional play structures.

Safety surfacing should include a combination of poured‐in‐place rubberized surfacing in critical fall and
landing zones and engineered wood fiber for the rest of the playground areas. New and improved play areas
must be compliant with all ADA requirements, such as providing play equipment for children of all abilities,
providing proper access and surfaces, and meeting all current CPSI safety regulations. In addition to new play
equipment, we recommend that all required utility infrastructure (drainage, sub drainage, water service, etc.)
be in place and that new site furnishings, including park benches, drinking fountains, signage, trash
receptacles, tree plantings, and related landscaping be included in all playground refurbishment efforts.

Playgrounds at Grimmons Park in Somerville, MA | Menino Park in Charlestown, MA | Children’s Grove at Cushing Park in
Framingham, MA (Weston & Sampson)

Children’s Splash Pads – Like playgrounds, splash pads often become destinations and hubs for the community
during the warmer months. These features provide opportunities for exploratory, creative, and tactile play, as
well as for cooling down during the hot summer months. The preferred master plans call for new splash pads
at some park locations. We recommend the following work for the proposed splash pads:




Installation of new, interactive, and fun splash pads for children of all ages to use
Installation of automatic timers and other water‐saving measures
Installation of seating, signage, and other furnishings, trees, landscaping, shade shelters, and picnic areas
nearby to further enhance the space for all users

Splash Pads at McCabe Playground in Waltham, MA and Grimmons and Albion Parks in Somerville, MA (Weston & Sampson)
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J.J. Lane Parrk in Natick, MA and Halfmoon Town
T
Park in Halffmoon, NY (Wesston & Sampson))

Support Buildings
B
– We have indicaated potential locations foor new park ssupport
buildings on the prefe
erred masterr plans for many
m
of the properties. N
New or
updated support buildings
b
sh
hould contaain restroooms and sstorage
accommo
odations. Where appropriate, larger structures co uld be desiggned to
contain concession staands or officce/meeting sp
paces. Shelteered/screenedd porta
john strucctures could be a practical alternativee to support buildings at certain
sites. In Section 3 – Ne
eeds Assessm
ment, we discu
ussed the issuues surroundding the
developm
ment of park support buildings.

Improved baaseball field at Rockwood
R
Field in Worcester, MA
A (Weston & Sam
mpson)

Athletic Fields and Cou
urts – The master planningg process idenntified the critical need fo
or new and reefurbished
f
diamon
nds, courts, etc.) in order tto better support the myriad of sports programs
athletic faacilities (i.e., fields,
that operate within the communityy. Based on participation
p
rrates for varioous activities,, Natick doess not have
enough fiields to accommodate thee large numb
ber of users. The resultinng problem iss two‐fold; w
with heavy
programm
ming/overuse and limited facilities,
f
the town
t
cannot serve their reecreation programs adequately, and
appropriate field conditions cannott be maintained. This situaation will worssen when fielld facilities go
o offline in
conjunctio
on with upco
oming major school reco
onstruction projects. To tthis end, wee have structtured the
preferred master planss for various properties
p
to:






Recoggnize the desire of commu
unity memberrs to provide attractive, firrst‐class sports facilities th
hat can be
mainttained with reasonable ease
e
in a manner
m
that fits the tow
wn’s (and leaague’s) operaation and
mainttenance abilities
Identiify the need to develop facilities that are propeerly orientedd, properly d
designed, and
d contain
appro
opriate setbaccks and bufferrs to ensure user
u safety
Recoggnize the surrounding land use contexxt and the neeed to be a ggood neighbo
or by developing safe,
attracctive park and
d recreation amenities thatt respect the needs of abutting property owners
Provid
de perimeter fencing and appropriate gates to encclose the facillities, limit acccess, control use, and
help maintain
m
high‐quality courtt, turf, and inffield surfacess
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Leary Field, a new full‐size baseball field in Waltham, MA (Weston & Sampson)

New basketball facilities at Sandy Pond Beach in Ayer, MA | new sports field lighting at Ware Memorial Field in Ware, MA (Weston &
Sampson)

Informal Playing Fields – All communities need
fields/areas that can support informal play for
pick‐up games, informal practices, kite flying,
Frisbee tossing, etc. The proposed master plans
address these needs, as space allows. When left
unprogrammed, some fields can be used for
open play. The Recreation and Parks Department
may want to have the ability or options to limit
this use, however, to occasionally rest the fields
in the same way as they do the actively
programmed fields.
Basic Park Aesthetics and Inherent Natural Qualities – The preferred master
plans identify improvements that help to protect, preserve, and enhance the
aesthetics and inherent natural qualities of each property, while improving
sustainability in terms of the environment and maintenance. Recommendations
that focus on improving the overall aesthetics of the individual park properties
include certain basic elements, identified below. Please note that the town can
implement these types of improvements as funds become available within
certain geographic sections of the parks. It is important to establish a standard visual appearance that
becomes recognizable as the Town of Natick’s Recreation and Parks “look.” This standardized motif would
allow for improved overall park aesthetics and ease in completing potential repairs, replacements, or
expansions at a particular facility or feature. To achieve these goals, our recommendations include:



Enhancing recreation property edges by providing new fencing, tree plantings, and associated
landscaping
Removing, replacing, and/or upgrading interior park fence lines and deteriorated systems with more
visually appealing alternatives
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Enhancing and upgrading the surroundings of buildings and play areas
Establish the “Carry in – Carry out” rule at all passive sites
Undertaking park‐wide planting and vegetation management programs that include removing invasive or
diseased tree/shrub species, pruning desirable species, and installing new plantings to lend shade, better
define spaces within each park, improve park aesthetics, and enhance wildlife habitats where possible
Providing coherent, cohesive information and installing interpretive signage town‐wide and throughout
each park
o Establishing a consistent theme that becomes easily recognizable as Natick’s Recreation and Parks
motif
o Providing distinct signage at historical sites that sets them apart, yet still resembles the general
theme of Natick’s signage
Installing additional site furnishings park‐wide (e.g., benches, picnic tables, shade shelters, bike racks,
etc.) to offer conveniences to park users and improve park aesthetics

Three examples of current, different park signs found in Natick, MA

Community Gardens – The preferred master plans identify existing and potential community gardens. Many of
these gardens act as further nodes of community life. The plans identify improvements that would enhance
the usefulness and aesthetics of each existing garden, while improving their sustainability, and indicate
potential spaces for new community gardens. For these spaces, we recommend:




Enhancing the garden edge conditions and entrances
Removing, replacing, and/or upgrading individual plot borders to
improve the aesthetics and maintenance of the spaces
Installing additional site furnishings (e.g., benches, picnic tables, shade
shelters, trash receptacles, bike racks, etc.) to offer new conveniences
to community garden patrons and improve aesthetics

Utility Upgrades – As capital projects are planned and implemented, it will be important to confirm
requirements for utility infrastructure upgrades to ensure that existing systems are replaced in a timely
fashion and do not disturb recent or future park improvements. The master plans identify the following
primary objectives:



Provide wells (where feasible) for new or refurbished bathrooms, concessions stands, and field irrigation
systems
Improve stormwater management systems to replace deteriorated facilities and develop stormwater
management techniques that are environmentally friendly and appropriate within the context of each
particular park
o In accordance with Massachusetts Small MS4 General Permit, new systems are generally required to
disperse stormwater within a site and return stormwater to the soils located below, in lieu of
directing untreated runoff to nearby wetlands, roadways, or parking areas.
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Move overhead electric services to below ground to improve site aesthetics and comply with the
requirements of various granting agencies

The preferred master plans included on the following pages identify the proposed configuration of the site
features at each individual property. It is important to note that the vast majority of recommendations
suggest the refinement, enhancement, or refurbishment of existing facilities within the properties. However,
the plans also recommend the development of a modest level of new facilities and amenities that would
provide new or expanded opportunities for public use and enjoyment. Importantly, if additional sites become
available to the Recreation and Parks Department (e.g., the 22 Pleasant Street property next to Hunnewell
Fields), the new recreational amenities at these new locations could alleviate/eliminate problems at other
Recreation and Parks properties.
The following profile sheets articulate the properties that are not used to their full potential. These properties
are valuable assets to the Town of Natick and, if properly redesigned, could provide more meaningful
recreational value to the town. These properties include, but are not limited to:













Brown School
Community Senior Center
East School (East Park)
Henry Wilson Park
Hunnewell Fields
Johnson School
Lilja School and Sargent / MathWorks Fields
Murphy Field
Navy Yard Field
Shaw Park
South Natick Multi‐Purpose Area
West Hill Park

It is important to note that Town of Natick Recreation and Parks Department representatives have provided a
significant amount of input and many suggestions during the master planning development and review
process. In addition, the public at large contributed to the development of the preferred plans by offering
their advice at several well‐attended hearings. We have developed short narratives to introduce and support
each preferred master plan, which graphically depicts the basic scope of improvements. We have included
each preferred master plan immediately following the respective narrative. We have organized the individual
preferred master plans and related descriptions by region, beginning with Region 1.
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REGION 1
J.J. Lane Park Post Construction
Site Location and Recently Completed Improvements
J.J. Lane Park is located off of Speen Street.
The recently renovated park is bordered by
wooded areas to the north, south, and east
of the site. Speen Street runs along the
west side, making the park visible from the
street. J.J. Lane Park underwent a complete
renovation that greatly improved the use of
this site. These updates included:













2 new open fields that are large enough
to fit different‐sized rectangular sports
fields
New perimeter pathways around the
open fields and throughout the entire
park
New parking lots
Community gardens
2 volleyball courts
2 playground areas
Large drainage basins at the south end
of the site to purify stormwater runoff from the adjacent areas
A new entrance bridge
Shade shelters
A restroom building

All of these improvements have increased site usage, and this park is now a preferred venue for informal play
and a gathering place for people of all ages. J.J. Lane Park has set a gold standard for what many parks and
fields can become in terms of usage, availability, access, and safety. In 2013, the town received the
Massachusetts Recreation and Parks Association Design of Facility award for J.J. Lane Park. The following
images depict some of the noticeable improvements made to J.J. Lane Park.
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REGION 1
J.J. Lane Park Planning Process
J.J. Lane Master Planning Process
There are many stages of designing a park
to meet the needs of a community. This
process starts with town/public meetings
to establish the planned amenities,
functions, and purposes for this
community park. The main goals that were
a common factor throughout the entire
planning process for J.J. Lane Park were
creating amenities for both active and
passive recreational use, inspiring
environmental stewardship, promoting
enjoyment by all, and ensuring safety.
Many concepts were created that led to
the final concept, which is shown on the
left. Following community acceptance of
this plan, Weston & Sampson completed
final design plans along with estimates and
construction documents. Construction at
the park began in June of 2013.
Site Prior to Improvements
The image to the right shows an aerial view of J.J. Lane
Park before renovation. The park contained:

2 informal open fields

2 parking lots

Connection to existing trails

1 support building
Summary of Pre-Construction Conditions
J.J. Lane Park was used mainly as an informal field and
active park space. Due to the park’s irregularly shaped
fields, many sports programs chose not to use this
space for games or practices. The primary issues of
concern for this site prior to renovations included:








The land was not utilized to its full recreational
potential.
Unrestricted pedestrian movement across the fields affected turf quality in various locations.
The site lacked adequate parking
The existing paved surfaces were in poor condition.
This site lacked appropriate/informational signage.
The site experienced overall drainage issues.
There was no ADA access to these facilities and no formal handicapped viewing areas.
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REGION 1
Cole Center Existing
Site Description and Location
The Cole Center is located at 179 Boden Lane,
and two acres of the 9.8‐acre site are utilized for
athletic fields. Cole Center sits between two
multi‐purpose fields; the fields are surrounded by
small wooded areas to the north, south, and east,
while Boden Lane runs along the west side. The
image to the right shows an aerial view of the
existing Cole Center. The park includes:





2 multi‐purpose fields
2 playgrounds
Cole Center building
1 parking lot

Programmed Uses







Natick Recreational Sports
Natick Soccer Club
Youth lacrosse programs
Adult soccer programs
Summer Recreation programs
Unsanctioned/informal use by a variety of youth sports programs

Recently Completed Improvements
A few recent updates at Cole Center have greatly improved the use of this site, making it a prime example of
the gold standard for improvements to parks and fields across Natick. These updates include:





Converting the north multi‐use field to a new synthetic turf field that can fit three U11 soccer fields (200’
x 150’) or one full soccer/lacrosse field (200’ x 330’)
Adding a new perimeter pathway around the synthetic turf field
Creating street‐side parking along the southern multi‐use field
Adding additional evergreen vegetation along the east side of the synthetic turf field to provide screening
from the adjacent neighborhood
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REGION 1
Cole Center Pre-Construction
Recommended Improvements
We recommend updating the playground at the entrance to Cole Center, shown in the bottom right photo.
The cost considerations for this playground should range from $80,000 to $100,000.

Summary of Pre-Construction Conditions
The Cole Center is used mainly for its multi‐use soccer
and lacrosse fields. The image to the right is an aerial
view of Cole Center prior to the recent updates. The
primary issues of concern for this site included:








Unrestricted pedestrian movement across the fields
impacts the turf quality in several locations.
The existing paved surfaces at the site are in varied
condition (i.e., poor to excellent).
The site lacks appropriate/informational signage.
The site has overall drainage issues at the fields,
and ponding occurs at the southern field.
The site lacks spectator seating.
There is no ADA access to these facilities, and there
are no formal handicapped viewing areas.
The playground near the entrance of the facility
needs to be renovated.
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REGION 1
Brown School Existing
Basic Site Description and Location
The Brown Elementary School is located off of
Jean Burke Drive, and one acre of the 17‐acre
site is utilized for athletic fields. The main
entrance road for the school runs along the
west side of the field area, one of the two
school parking lots forms the north edge of
the fields, and the remaining edges of the
fields are bordered by a wooded area. Due to
their location and proximity to the schools,
multiple school and user groups vie for use of
the Brown School fields for after‐school
athletics. The image to the right is an aerial
view of Brown School site. The park contains:






1 little league field with a newly
reconstructed infield and new backstop
A U‐12 soccer field – can be configured
with multiple U‐10 or under fields
1.5 basketball courts
2 playgrounds
2 parking lots

Programmed Uses




Brown School recess/after‐school activities
Natick Little League
Natick Soccer Club




Summer Recreation programs
Unsanctioned/informal use by a variety of
youth sports programs

Summary of Existing Conditions
The Brown School fields are used mainly for little
league, youth soccer, and as a schoolyard. The primary
issues of concern for this site include:

The site is not utilized to its full potential and lacks
multi‐generational facilities for community‐wide
use.

Unrestricted pedestrian movement across the
fields affects the turf quality in various locations.

The site lacks adequate parking, and the paved surfaces are in poor condition.

This site lacks appropriate/informational signage.

The drainage issues at the fields lead to poor turf conditions; the field cannot be used after heavy rains.

The fields lack spectator seating options.

There is no ADA access to these facilities, and there are no formal handicapped viewing areas.
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Brown Elementary School

REGION 1
Brown School Proposed
Recommended Improvements
The recommendations for the Brown School
site include renovating the existing little
league field and adding a loop path around the
field with benches and resting areas to
improve safety, achieve full site access, and
achieve ADA compliance and accessibility.
Recommendations Summary













Renovate the turf with a root zone mix
and subdrainage system
Add bleachers/seating areas at the little
league field
Add an ADA‐compliant multi‐generational
looped pathway around the fields that
service and emergency vehicles could
share
Install a new irrigation system for the
efficient, comprehensive watering of all
turf areas
Expand the existing parking lot into the
grass median and add an additional
parking lot off of the entrance road
Upgrade the entrances with attractive
signage, add new native plantings, and
remove diseased, damaged, or invasive
plant species
Integrate trees throughout the site to
provide shade
Install additional parking to the east of the access drive

Cost Considerations
The following pre‐design program
Budget Summary is an example
estimate and identifies the initial
breakdown of costs associated
with the planned program. All
costs have been rounded and are
estimated based on our previous
experience with similar projects.
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Brown Elementary School

REGION 1
Henry Wilson Park Existing
Basic Site Description and Location
Henry Wilson Park is located off of West
Central Street. The site has 2.3 acres of
hilly terrain and wooded area. Dedicated
in 1901, this site is a memorial honoring
Henry Wilson, who came to Natick as a
young man and eventually became the
U.S. Vice President. The image to the
right shows an aerial view of Henry
Wilson Park. The park contains:





A “10‐footer” shed with shoemaking
equipment and a bell from the
original Henry Wilson School
One small parking lot
Pathways leading to the memorial

Summary of Existing Conditions
Henry Wilson Park is used mainly as a
historical memorial. The hilly terrain and
wooded area has been undeveloped and
untouched for many years. The primary
issues of concern include the following:

The site is not utilized to its full
potential for recreational use.

Current parking is sufficient for current park use, but lacks adequate parking for expanded park use.

The existing paved surfaces are in good condition.

This site lacks appropriate entrance/informational signage.

A neighboring business encroaches onto the park property.

The overall drainage issues at the undeveloped area at the rear of the site are problematic.
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Henry Wilson Park

REGION 1
Henry Wilson Park Proposed
Recommended Improvements
Recommended park improvements include
construction of a 0.16‐mile looped walking
path to access/utilize the back portion of the
site and installation of a basketball court at
the end of the parking area. Picnic areas near
the memorial building and throughout the
site would give this park a greater purpose in
the community, and expanding the parking
area would improve the overall use and
access of this site.
Recommendations Summary














Carve out and regrade portions of the
wooded area
Construct a walking path with a large
loop and a smaller loop
Reconstruct and expand the parking area
Add a new basketball court with sports
lighting
Add ADA‐compliant pathways linking all
facilities that service/emergency vehicles
could share
Upgrade the West Central Street edges by installing new entrances with attractive signage and new
native plantings and removing diseased, damaged, or invasive plant species
Add a new picnic area adjacent to the memorial
Add a new splash pad with terraced steps, a shade shelter, and a small picnic area
Create a new fitness course with a mulched bed where the equipment lies
Install new site amenities (e.g., park seating, gazebo, and drinking fountains)
Integrate trees throughout the site to provide shade
Upgrade the Henry Wilson West Trailhead, including a new kiosk with a roof and a shield, a map box, and
a pet waste bag dispenser (Trailhead 16, Recreational Trails Program)

Cost Considerations
The following pre‐design program
Budget Summary is an example
estimate and identifies the initial
breakdown of costs associated with
the planned program. All costs have
been rounded and are estimated
based on our previous experience
with similar projects.
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Henry Wilson Park

REGION 1
Kennedy Middle School Existing
Basic Site Description and Location
Kennedy Middle School is located at 165
Mill Street, and .9 acres of the 13.2‐acre
site are utilized for athletic fields. Kennedy
Middle School sits adjacent to the Brown
Elementary School. The school is located at
the southwest side of the large open field
area, while the rest of the field is
surrounded by wooded areas. The image to
the right shows an aerial view of the
Kennedy Middle School site. The site
contains:





1 U12 (and below) soccer field
1 informal open field
Paths/trails
A parking lot

Programmed Uses





Kennedy Middle School recess/after
school activities
Natick Soccer Club
Summer Recreation programs
Unsanctioned/informal uses by a variety of youth sports program

Summary of Existing Conditions
Kennedy Middle School is used mainly as a schoolyard and active park space. The primary issues of concern
for this site include:






Unrestricted pedestrian movement across the fields affects the turf quality in various locations.
The dilapidated backstop from an old little league field stands in the west corner of the field.
Overall drainage issues at the field cause the field to be damp and unplayable after rain events, and site
access is limited for portions of the year due to these drainage issues and pooling.
There is no ADA access to these facilities, and there are no formal handicapped viewing areas.
This site lacks connections to the walking trails around the field.

Recommended Improvements
The town is considering Kennedy Middle School for a complete renovation, including a new school building
and school grounds.
Recommendations Summary






400‐meter running track and field facilities
Multi‐use synthetic turf field
Perimeter walking path with fitness stations
Age‐appropriate play areas
Outdoor classroom
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Kennedy Middle School

REGION 1
West Hill Park Existing
Basic Site Description and Location
West Hill Park is located at 52 Mill Street, and 2.2 acres of the 6.5‐
acre site is used for athletic fields. The field is slightly visible from
Mill Street, with wooded areas to the northwest of the field, a
residential neighborhood to the southwest, and West Hill Park
Road along the east side of the field’s foul line. The image to the
right shows an aerial view of West Hill Park. The park contains one
little league field and a multi‐purpose field.
Programmed Uses





Natick Little League
Natick Soccer Club
Summer Recreation programs
Unsanctioned/informal use by a variety of youth sports programs

Summary of Existing Conditions
West Hill Park is used mainly as an active park space for little league and soccer activities. The primary issues
of concern for this site include:









Unrestricted pedestrian movement across
the site affects turf quality in various
locations.
The backstop, benches, fencing, and dugouts
are loose, torn, and/or damaged with some
sharp or protruding edges.
The infield mix is in poor condition; there are
lips at the field edges that create a hazard for
players.
The overall turf conditions are fair.
The site offers inadequate foul ball territory.








The site lacks adequate parking.
The existing paved surfaces are in poor
condition.
This site lacks appropriate/informational
signage.
The overall drainage issues at the site cause
ponding at times.
The fields lack spectator seating options.
There is no ADA access to these facilities, and
there are no formal handicapped viewing
areas.

Recommended Improvements
The recommended master plan for West Hill Park includes:






Renovate the little league field in place
Add bleachers and ADA‐compliant seating
Create access pathways to the field and spectator areas
Clear the vegetation clearing to the north to expand the
field area
Create parallel parking on West Hill Park Drive
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West Hill Park

REGION 2
Bennett-Hemenway School Existing
Basic Site Description and Location
The Bennett‐Hemenway School is located at 22
East Evergreen Street, and 1.4 acres of the 9.5‐
acre site is used for athletics/recreation. The
school is bordered by residential areas to the
north, east, and west. The image to the right
shows an aerial view of the Bennett‐Hemenway
School. The park contains:








1 multi‐use little league field
1 informal open field
1 half‐court basketball court
2 playgrounds
1 shade shelter
1 parking lot
Community gardens

Programmed Uses





Bennett Hemenway School recess/ after‐
school activities
Natick Little League




Natick Soccer Club
Summer Recreation programs
Unsanctioned/informal uses by a variety of
youth sports programs

Summary of Existing Conditions
The Bennett‐Hemenway School is used mainly as an active park space and schoolyard. The primary issues of
concern for this site include:












The site is not being utilized to its full potential for multi‐generational use.
Unrestricted pedestrian movement across the fields affects turf quality in various locations.
The site’s existing paved roadway and basketball surfaces are in poor condition with cracks and edging
issues.
This site lacks appropriate/informational signage.
Some sharp or protruding edges on hardware poses safety hazards.
The site has overall drainage issues.
The overall turf conditions at the site are poor to fair.
The little league infield is inadequate.
The fields lack spectator seating options.
There is no ADA access to these facilities, and there are no formal handicapped viewing areas.
The fields experience year‐round use because of their affiliation with the school, leaving minimal time for
turf rest and regrowth.
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Bennett‐Hemenway School

REGION 2
Bennett-Hemenway School Proposed
Recommended Improvements
Recommended
park
improvements
include renovating the existing little
league field, renovating the existing T‐ball
field, and adding spectator seating. These
improvements will create safer, more‐
efficient
playing
venues
for
practices/games and provide better
overall turf conditions for the soccer
fields that share the outfield of the little
league
field.
Suggested
park
improvements include establishing a loop
path to provide access and connections
to different areas of the site that were
previously difficult to reach.
Recommendations Summary















Reconstruct the little league infield to
meet regulation standards
Renovate the remaining turf with
root zone mix
Upgrade the existing T‐ball field with root zone mix and new infield mix
Add terraced seating areas behind the little league field
Add an ADA‐compliant pathway that loops around the entire site and can be shared by service and
emergency vehicles
Add a new irrigation system for the efficient, comprehensive watering of all turf areas
Add community gardens on the east side of the school
Improve site drainage via the use of raingardens
Install additional benches along the parking area
Create additional parking spaces within the existing parking lot
Add a new porta john structure behind the terraced seating at the little league field
Upgrade the entrances with attractive signage, add new native plantings, and remove diseased, damaged,
or invasive plant species
Add and integrate trees throughout the site to provide shade
Replace the kindergarten playground off of East Evergreen Road.

Cost Considerations
The following pre‐design program Budget
Summary is an example estimate and
identifies the initial breakdown of costs
associated with the planned program. All
costs have been rounded and are estimated
based on our previous experience.
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Bennett-Hemenway School

REGION 2
East School Existing
Basic Site Description and Location
The East School is located at 90 Oak Street,
and 1.5 acres of the six‐acre site are utilized
for athletic recreation. The East School site
is surrounded by residential areas to the
north, wetland areas to the west, Oak
Street to the east, and Route 9 to the
south. The image to the right shows an
aerial view of the East School site. The park
contains:






1 little league field
1 basketball court
2 tennis courts
1 playground
1 parking lot

Programmed Uses



Natick Little League
Summer Recreation programs



Unsanctioned/informal use by a variety of
youth sports programs

Summary of Existing Conditions
The East School site is used mainly as an active park space. The school building is shared and used as a school
and a town community center for the region. Although the East School is located off of a busy commercial
street and is relatively easy to access, the site is seldom used due to its poor condition. The primary issues of
concern for this site include:













The site is not utilized to its full potential for multi‐generation recreational use.
The site lacks adequate parking.
The existing paved surfaces are in poor condition.
This site lacks appropriate/informational signage.
The overall turf conditions at the site are poor; the soil is compacted, and the turf cover is inadequate for
athletic play.
The overall court conditions at the site are poor and include cracks and uneven surfaces.
The playground is in good condition, but it could use additional play elements for all age groups.
The site has overall drainage issues.
The site lacks spectator seating options.
There is no ADA access to these facilities, and there are no formal handicapped viewing areas.
The little league field orientation is not ideal, its southern orientation can cause sun glare for batters.
All of the site amenities and fencing are worn.
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East School

REGION 2
East School Proposed
Recommended Improvements
The recommended park improvements
include reorienting and renovating the
little league field, rearranging the
basketball court, and adding a new
playground and fitness course. Overall,
these improvements will provide users
with better, safer playing conditions and
invite people of all ages to visit this park.
Recommendations Summary



















Reconstruct and reorient the little
league infield to meet regulation
standards
Renovate the remaining turf with
root zone mix
Add bleachers and seating areas at
little league field
Add a new ADA‐compliant pathway system, which can be shared by service and emergency vehicles
Install a new irrigation system for efficient, comprehensive watering of all turf areas
Expand and renovate the parking area
Relocate and renovate the basketball court
Renovate the tennis courts
Create new community gardens near the school building
Add a new storage and restroom building with concessions
Add a new picnic area across from concession building
Create a new playground with a terraced slope
Integrate benches and park seating throughout the walking paths
Install a new gazebo at the entrance to the main walking path
Create a new fitness course
Upgrade the entrances with attractive signage, add new native plantings, and remove diseased, damaged,
or invasive plant species
Integrate trees throughout the site to provide shade

Cost Considerations
The following pre‐design program
Budget Summary is an example
estimate and identifies the initial
breakdown of costs associated
with the planned program. All
costs have been rounded and are
estimated based on our previous
experience with similar projects.
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East School

REGION 2
Mary Bunker Park Existing
Basic Site Description and Location
Mary Bunker Park is located
228 North Main Street, and
has 2.9 acres of hilly,
wooded terrain that leads
to
Lake
Cochituate.
Surrounded by residential
areas, commercial areas,
and water, this park is in a
great location for many
user groups and has
wonderful potential for
more passive recreation.
The image to the right
shows an aerial view of
Mary Bunker Park. The park
contains:









Beach access
Paths/trails
Fishing area
Support building
Restroom facility
Small parking area
Small open space
Picnic area

Summary of Existing Conditions
Mary Bunker Park is used mainly as a passive park space. The primary issues of concern for this site include:







This site lacks adequate parking.
The existing paved surfaces at the site are in poor condition.
This site lacks appropriate/informational signage.
The support buildings at the site are in poor condition.
The overall site amenities are in poor/fair condition.
The access to the beach area is not convenient.
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Mary Bunker Park

REGION 2
Mary Bunker Park Proposed
Recommended Improvements
The recommended park
improvements
include
clearing and regrading a
small portion of the
wooded area, adding a
larger parking lot, providing
new circulation around the
site, and implementing
overall improvements to
the common gathering
spots. These improvements
will provide for easier park
access and establish a
greater purpose for the
community to visit the park
and utilize its amenities.
Recommendations Summary














Clear and regrade a portion of the wooded area
Construct a looped ADA‐compliant walking path around the picnic area with an overlook cutout and park
seating
Reconstruct and expand the parking area
Upgrade the picnic area
Renovate existing restroom/support building
Reconstruct the maintenance shed
Construct a small open lawn area with a root zone mix
Add a new boat launch and dock area on Lake Cochituate
Clear and regrade a new beach area
Construct a new canoe storage building
Add new site amenities (e.g., park seating, fire pit, and drinking fountains)
Integrate trees throughout the site to provide shade
Upgrade the North Main Street entrance with attractive signage, add new native plantings, and remove
diseased, damaged, or invasive plant species

Cost Considerations
The following pre‐design program
Budget Summary is an example
estimate and identifies the initial
breakdown of costs associated with
the planned program. All costs have
been rounded and are estimated
based on our previous experience with
similar projects.
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Mary Bunker Park

REGION 2
Wilson Middle School Existing
Basic Site Description and Location
The Wilson Middle School is located at 22
Rutledge Road, and 2.2 acres of the 6.5‐
acre site is used for athletic fields. Due to
its location and proximity to the schools,
multiple school and user groups vie for
use of the Wilson Middle School fields for
after‐school athletics. The image to the
right shows an aerial view of Wilson
Middle School. The site contains:







1 full‐size baseball field
1 multi‐use field
1 basketball court
2 parking lots
A small open lawn area
A wooded wetland area

Programmed Uses






Wilson Middle School recess after‐
school athletics/activities
Natick High School JV Baseball
Babe Ruth Little League
Natick Little League
Natick Soccer Club




Summer Recreation programs
Unsanctioned/informal use by a variety of youth
sports programs

Summary of Existing Conditions
The Wilson Middle School site is used mainly as an active field, park space, and schoolyard. The primary issues
of concern for this site include:







The existing paved surfaces are in poor condition.
This site lacks appropriate/informational signage.
The site experiences overall drainage issues.
The fields lack spectator seating options.
There is no ADA access to these facilities, and there are no formal handicapped viewing areas.
This site lacks walking paths for access and connectivity.
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Wilson Middle School

REGION 2
Wilson Middle School Proposed
Recommended Improvements
The recommended master plan for
the Wilson Middle School site
includes creating a fitness course,
installing a new walking path system,
and
introducing
an
outdoor
classroom. These improvements will
diversify this site and promote its use
as a multi‐generational area for the
entire community.
Recommendations Summary










Add an outdoor classroom
Add an ADA‐compliant multi‐
generational looped pathway
around the fields, which service
vehicles and emergency vehicles
could share
Add a new fitness course in the
small open lawn area
Integrate walking trails through
the wooded wetlands
Add benches along the looped
pathway
Add a new porta john structure near the outdoor classroom
Upgrade the entrances with attractive signage, add new native plantings, and remove diseased, damaged,
or invasive plant species
Integrate trees throughout the site to provide shade

Cost Considerations
The following pre‐design program Budget
Summary is an example estimate and
identifies the initial breakdown of costs
associated with the planned program. All
costs have been rounded and are estimated
based on our previous experience with
similar projects.
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Wilson Middle School

REGION 3
Lilja Elementary School Existing
Basic Site Description and Location
Lilja Elementary School is located at 41 Bacon
Street, and one acre of the 5.3‐acre site is used
for fields. The site is surrounded by residential
areas to the south, east, and west sides. The
Sargent/MathWorks fields sit at the north edge
of this property, making it a travel destination
for many sports teams and leagues. The image
to the right shows an aerial view of Lilja
Elementary School site. The school yard
contains:





1 little league field
1 informal field
1 basketball court
3 playgrounds

Programmed Uses





Lilja Elementary School recess/after‐school activities
Natick Little League
Summer Recreation programs
Unsanctioned/informal use by a variety of youth sports programs

Summary of Existing Conditions
Lilja Elementary School is used mainly for active recreation and school play. The primary issues of concern for
this site include:











The site is not being utilized to its full potential for recreational use.
Unrestricted pedestrian movement across the site affects the turf quality in various locations.
Existing paved surfaces are in poor condition
The site’s overall drainage conditions/issues are poor.
The overall turf conditions at the site are poor.
The fence netting is loose, torn, and damaged, which poses safety hazards.
The little league field is in despair.
The fields lack spectator seating options.
There is no ADA access to these facilities, and there are no formal handicapped viewing areas.
The fields experience year‐round use because of their affiliation with the school, leaving minimal time for
turf rest and regrowth.
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Lilja Elementary School

REGION 3
Lilja Elementary School Proposed
Recommended Improvements
The recommended park improvements
include converting the little league field
into a soccer field, expanding the play
area, and creating multiple outdoor
classrooms. These improvements will
make better use of the field space and
programming, promote use by all ages,
and provide the school and the
community with a safe, functional
outdoor gathering space.
Recommendations Summary















Demolish the little league field and
add a 135’ x 180’ U10 multi‐use
soccer field constructed with a root
zone mix
Renovate the northern open field to
fit a 75’ x 90’ multi‐use field
constructed with a root zone mix
Renovate the remaining turf with a root zone mix
Add two outdoor classrooms
Create an ADA‐compliant pathway throughout the site that service and emergency vehicles could share
Implement a new or refurbished irrigation system for efficient, comprehensive watering of all turf areas
Add community gardens on the north side of the school
Renovate and expand the playground on the east and west sides of the school
Expand the paved play area and renovate the existing basketball court
Create a picnic area near the connecting pathways between the Lilja School and Sargent/MathWorks
Fields
Upgrade the entrances with attractive signage, add new native plantings, and remove diseased, damaged,
or invasive plant species
Integrate trees throughout the site to provide shade

Cost Considerations
The following pre‐design program
Budget Summary is an example
estimate and identifies the initial
breakdown of costs associated with
the planned program. Playground
costs may differ depending on the play
elements and the age range the
playground is designed for. All costs
have been rounded and are estimated
based on our previous experience with
similar projects.
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Lilja Elementary School

REGION 3
Loker Park Existing
Basic Site Description and Location
Loker Park is located at 79 Walnut Street, and .1 acres of the
1.5‐acre site is used for athletic recreation. The park sits in the
small corner of three intersecting streets in the middle of a
residential area. Located in a quiet area, without much street
traffic, Loker Park is used primarily for its large playground and
open field. The image to the right shows an aerial view of
Loker Park. The park contains:




2 informal open space
1 half‐court basketball court
1 playground

Programmed Uses




Natick Soccer Club
Summer Recreation programs
Unsanctioned/informal use by a variety of youth sports
programs

Summary of Existing Conditions
Loker Park is used mainly for informal active recreation. The primary issues of concern for this site include:





The park lacks spectator seating options.
There is no ADA access to these facilities, and there are no formal handicapped viewing areas.
The park lacks adequate parking.
The half‐court basketball amenity is in poor condition.

Recommended Improvements
The recommended master plan for Loker Park includes:






Renovate the remaining turf and replace the basketball court
Add an ADA‐compliant looped pathway
Upgrade the entrances with attractive
signage, add new native plantings, and
remove diseased, damaged, or invasive
plant species
Create additional parallel parking along
Belvedere Street
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Loker Park

REGION 3
Murphy Field Existing
Basic Site Description and Location
Murphy Field is located at 157 North
Main Street, and 1.6 acres of the 3.8‐acre
site is used for athletic fields. The image
to the right shows an aerial view of
Murphy Field. The complex contains:






2 softball fields
1 U12 and below soccer field
1 half‐court basketball court
1 playground
1 parking lot

Programmed Uses






Natick Soccer Club
Natick Little League
Natick Softball
Summer Recreation programs
Unsanctioned/informal use by a
variety of youth sports programs

Summary of Existing Conditions
Murphy Field is used mainly for softball. Fair‐to‐poor turf conditions prevail throughout this site, which also
experiences drainage issues. The primary issues of concern for this site include:











The site is not utilized to its full potential and lacks multi‐generational facilities for community‐wide use.
Unrestricted pedestrian movement across the site affects the turf quality in various locations.
This site lacks appropriate/informational signage.
The lack of ball netting between parking and softball is a safety hazard.
This site lacks adequate parking.
The site experiences overall drainage issues.
The overall turf conditions at the site are fair to poor.
The outfield of the lower softball field is inadequate due to layout restrictions.
The fields lack spectator seating options and no formal handicapped viewing areas.
There is some ADA access from North Main Street, but improvements need to be made throughout.
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Murphy Field

REGION 3
Murphy Field Proposed
Recommended Improvements
The recommended master plan for
Murphy Field includes expanding the
parking area and upgrading the play areas
to attract a wider community/user
demographic and enhance park use as a
whole.
Recommendations Summary
















Renovate both softball outfields with
a root zone mix
Regrade the north field to fit a 240’ x
130’ U12 soccer/multi‐use field and a
105’ x 75’ U8 soccer field.
Regrade the south field to fit 160’ x
100’ U10 soccer/multi‐use field.
Renovate the remaining turf with a
root zone mix
Add spectator seating areas for each
softball field
Refurbish and relocate the existing
half‐court basketball amenity
Reconstruct the playground with resilient rubber surfacing and include a small splash pad feature
Establish an ADA‐compliant pathway system throughout the site that service and emergency vehicles
could share
Install a new irrigation system for efficient, comprehensive watering of all turf areas
Integrate additional benches along the new pathways
Expand the parking lot area to connect to the pathway and relocate the maintenance shed
Expand the parking area in the north to accommodate 22 spaces
Add to existing signage with attractive entrance signs, upgrade park edges with new native plantings, and
remove diseased, damaged, or invasive plant species
Integrate trees throughout the site to provide shade

Cost Considerations
The following pre‐design program Budget
Summary is an example estimate and
identifies the initial breakdown of costs
associated with the planned program. All
costs have been rounded and are
estimated based on our previous
experience with similar projects.
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Murphy Field

REGION 3
Navy Yard Park Existing
Basic Site Description and Location
Navy Yard Field is located off of Washington
Avenue, and 0.8 acres of the 2.7‐acre site is
used for athletic fields. The image to the right
shows an aerial view of Navy Yard Field. The
complex contains:






1 little league field
1 multi‐use field
1 basketball court
1 playground
1 parking lot

Programmed Uses





Natick Soccer Club
Natick Little League
Summer Recreation programs
Unsanctioned/informal use by a variety of youth sports programs

Summary of Existing Conditions
Navy Yard Field is used mainly for little league baseball and soccer. Mediocre turf conditions prevail
throughout the site, which also experiences drainage issues. The field meets all dimensional standards to
accommodate one U10 soccer field among other athletic activities. The primary issues of concern for this site
include:














The fields are overused beyond their capacity.
The site is not utilized to its full potential and lacks multi‐generational facilities for community‐wide use.
To a large extent, the existing turf conditions are poor to fair and present tripping hazards.
Unrestricted pedestrian movement across the site affects the turf quality in various locations.
There is no ADA access to the facilities and no formal handicapped viewing areas at any of the fields.
The field complex lacks adequate parking. Access to and from events can be difficult and unsafe. Parking
at the front of the site is minimal and underused, and residential abutters are affected by the haphazard
nature of visitor parking at the site.
The existing paved surfaces are in poor condition.
The fencing at the site is in poor condition and presents a safety hazard.
The playground is not in compliance with current safety standards.
The site lacks spectator seating options.
The amount of play is limited by daylight.
The basketball court is oriented east‐west, but the preferred orientation is north‐south.
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Navy Yard Park

REGION 3
Navy Yard Park Proposed
Recommended Improvements
The recommended park improvements
include replacing the little league field with
two side‐by‐side 210’ x 120’ U10 soccer
fields, which could also be used as a 210’ x
135’ U12 soccer field. This repurposing will
also create enough space to create walking
paths around the fields; this new 0.2 mile‐
long walkway would loop around the
entire site. The improvement plans call for
relocating the basketball court to the
previously empty southeast corner of the
site, incorporating a new playground, and
expanding the parking area to improve the
overall use of this site.
Recommendations Summary














Reconstructed and reoriented U10
soccer fields with an improved root zone mix growing media
Mark out a new overlaid U12 field
Reconstruct the parking area along Washington Avenue into a one‐way lot
Create ADA‐compliant pathways linking all facilities that service and emergency vehicles could share
Match grading of the new fields to the existing conditions to ensure positive flow and add subdrainage
systems (if budget permits) to allow for a quicker turnaround/use of facilities after storm events
Upgrade the Washington Avenue edges by installing new entrances with attractive signage, adding new
native plantings, and removing diseased, damaged, or invasive plant species
Install a new small playground with a picnic area
Add a new entrance gazebo in between the play area and the basketball court
Renovate and relocate the existing basketball court
Enlarge the drainage channel for stormwater storage
Install a new porta john canopy structure
Integrate trees throughout the site to provide shade
Add a new irrigation system to ensure the efficient, comprehensive watering of all turf areas

Cost Considerations
The following pre‐design program
Budget Summary is an example
estimate and identifies the initial
breakdown of costs associated with
the planned program. All costs have
been rounded and are estimated
based on our previous experience
with similar projects.
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Navy Yard Park

REGION 3
Sargent / MathWorks Fields Existing
Basic Site Description and Location
The Sargent/MathWorks field site is
located at 17 Oak Street, and 2.1 acres of
the 9.7‐acre site is used for fields.
Residential areas border the north and
west of the site, Lilja Elementary School
lies to the south, and the town debris
yard/ salt storage is to the east. The
image to the right shows an aerial view of
the Sargent/MathWorks fields. The field
contains:





1 little league field
2 multi‐use fields
Paths/trails
1 parking lot

Programmed Uses






Natick Little League
Natick Soccer Club
Natick Youth Lacrosse
Natick High School sports teams
Summer Recreation programs



Unsanctioned/informal use by a variety of
youth sports programs

Summary of Existing Conditions
The Sargent/MathWorks fields are used mainly for active recreation and sports. The primary issues of concern
for this site include:









Unrestricted pedestrian movement across the site affects the turf quality in various locations.
The existing paved surfaces are in poor condition.
This site lacks appropriate/informational signage.
The fence fabric is in disrepair or damaged, has loose or broken ties, and poses safety hazards.
The site experiences overall drainage issues.
The little league backstop and players benches are in poor condition.
This site lacks spectator seating.
There is no ADA access to these facilities, and there are no formal handicapped viewing areas.
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Sargent / MathWorks Fields

REGION 3
Sargent / MathWorks Fields Proposed
Recommended Improvements
The recommended master plan for the
Sargent/MathWorks
fields
includes
improving the pathways throughout the
site. These improvements will allow for
easier, safer site access and create better
connections to neighboring sites.
Recommendations Summary










Renovate existing backstop and players
benches
Add an ADA‐compliant multi‐
generational looped pathway around
the fields that service and emergency
vehicles could share
Establish connections from the looped
pathway to existing trails
Install additional benches along the
walking path
Upgrade the entrances with attractive
signage, add new native plantings, and
remove diseased, damaged, or invasive
plant species
Integrate trees throughout the site to
provide shade
Upgrade the Morses Pond trailhead with a new kiosk with a roof and a shield, a map box, and a pet waste
bag dispenser (Trailhead 3, Recreational Trails Program)

Cost Considerations
The following pre‐design program
Budget Summary is an example
estimate and identifies the initial
breakdown of costs associated with
the planned program. All costs have
been rounded and are estimated
based on our previous experience
with similar projects.
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Sargent / MathWorks Fields

REGION 3
Tony Anniballi Park at Pegan Cove Existing
Basic Site Description and Location
Tony Anniballi Park at Pegan Cove is located at 30
Washington Avenue. The 27.8‐acre park includes a large
wooded area that follows the shoreline of Lake Cochituate.
The image to the right shows an aerial view of Tony
Anniballi Park. The park contains:




Beach access
Paths/trails
Fishing areas

Summary of Existing Conditions
Tony Anniballi Park at Pegan Cove is used mainly for passive
recreation. With its walking trails and fishing amenities, this
park has stayed true to its nature. The primary issues of
concern for this site include:









The site is not utilized to its full potential for
community‐wide use.
This park lacks park seating and tables.
The site lacks adequate parking.
The fences and gates are in poor condition.
The overgrown walkways create tripping hazards.
Littering and trash removal at this site are an issue.
Most of the wooden bridges at this site are in poor condition and have become a safety hazard.
This site lacks appropriate/informational signage throughout the path/trail system.

Recommended Improvements
The recommended improvements for Tony Anniballi Park at Pegan Cove include:
Reconstruct and expand the parking area

Install additional benches along the pathways and at fishing areas

Create a new picnic area

Establish new site amenities

Upgrade the Washington Avenue entrance with attractive signage, new native plantings and the removal
of diseased, damaged or invasive plant species.

Upgrade the Pegan Cove trailhead, including a new kiosk with a roof and a shield, a map box, and a pet
waste bag dispenser (Trailhead 8, Recreational Trails Program)
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Tony Anniballi Park at Pegan Cove

REGION 4
Community Senior Center Existing
Basic Site Description and Location
The Natick Community Senior Center is
located at 117 East Center Street, and .4
acres of the seven‐acre site is used for
recreation. The image to the right shows
an aerial view of the Senior Community
Center. The site contains:






1 informal field
1 picnic grove
Paths/trails
Restroom facilities
2 parking lots

Programmed Uses






Community Senior
Center activities
Natick Soccer Club
Summer Recreation programs
Unsanctioned/informal use by a variety of youth sports programs

Summary of Existing Conditions
The Senior Community Center is used mainly as a passive recreation and gathering space. The primary issues
of concern for this site include:







The site is not utilized to its full potential and lacks multi‐generational facilities for community‐wide use.
The uneven pathway surface at the site presents trip hazards, and the field has many high and low spots
that are hazardous for play
This site lacks appropriate/informational signage.
This site has overall drainage issues.
There is no ADA access to these facilities, and there are no formal handicapped viewing areas.
Unrestricted pedestrian movement across the site affects the turf quality in various locations.
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Community Senior Center

REGION 4
Community Senior Center Proposed
Recommended Improvements
Our recommendations for park
improvements include rotating the
field lines, adding a paved pathway,
and creating play areas. These
improvements will create a larger
field and more area surrounding
the fields for other recreational
activities and help make this site a
more diverse, multi‐generational
option for the entire community.
Recommendations Summary













Reconstruct and reorient the
existing multi‐use field into a
105’ x 155’ U10 soccer/multi‐
use field
Renovate the remaining turf
with a root zone mix and sub‐
drainage system
Add a picnic and seating area
next to the Community Senior Center building
Add an ADA‐compliant multi‐generational looped pathway around the fields that service and emergency
vehicles could share
Create a potential tennis or pickleball court (not shown)
Integrate workout/play equipment stations along the looped pathway
Establish sectioned planting beds for a community garden
Add a new shade shelter
Upgrade the entrances with attractive signage, add new native plantings, and remove diseased, damaged,
or invasive plant species
Create a connection for natural trails at the south east corner of the site.

Cost Considerations
The following pre‐design program
Budget Summary is an example
estimate and identifies the initial
breakdown of costs associated with
the planned program. All costs have
been rounded and are estimated
based on our previous experience
with similar projects.
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Community Senior Center

REGION 4
Coolidge Field Existing
Basic Site Description and Location
Coolidge Field is located at 9 Chester Street,
and 2.5 acres of the 3.9‐acre site are used for
athletics/recreation. The fields are bordered
by residential areas to the north, east, and
west, with Coolidge Woods serving as the
southeast border and providing walking trails
and pathways. The image to the right shows
an aerial view of Coolidge Field. The park
contains:

1 softball field

1 baseball field

1 soccer/multi‐use field

1 basketball court with lighting

Paths/trails
Programmed Uses






Natick High School athletic programs
Natick Youth Lacrosse
Babe Ruth Little League
Natick Little League Softball
Natick Recreational Softball





Natick Soccer Club
Summer Recreation programs
Unsanctioned/informal use by a variety of
youth sports programs

Summary of Existing Conditions
Coolidge Field is used mainly for active recreation and sports. The primary issues of concern for this site
include:









The site is not utilized to its full potential and lacks multi‐generational facilities for community‐wide use.
The site lacks adequate parking
This site lacks appropriate wayfinding/informational signage.
Situations in which errant foul balls land on nearby residential properties occasionally irritate park
neighbors.
Unrestricted pedestrian movement across the site affects the turf quality in various locations.
The site experiences overall drainage issues.
There is no ADA access to these facilities, and there are no formal handicapped viewing areas.
The fields lack spectator seating options.
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Coolidge Field

REGION 4
Coolidge Field Proposed
Recommended Improvements
The recommended master plan for
Coolidge Field includes adding a
circular pathway that loops around
the fields, relocating the basketball
court, and adding parallel parking
on
Lincoln
Street.
These
improvements will attract a variety
of user groups to the site, provide
better access to all of the park
facilities, and increase the safety of
the site. Because of the safety risks
associated with foul balls at this
location, we do not propose any
playground areas at Coolidge Field;
however, we recommended an
increase in the overall playground
area options in Region 4 as a whole.
Recommendations Summary











Renovate the turf with a root zone mix and a subdrainage system
Add bleachers and seating areas at the softball and baseball fields
Create an ADA‐compliant multi‐generational pathway looped around the fields that service and
emergency vehicles could share
Relocate and renovate the existing basketball court
Add a new porta john structure along Lincoln Street
Addition of parallel parking on Lincoln Street
Install new irrigation system for the efficient, comprehensive watering of all turf areas
Upgrading the entrances with attractive signage, new native plantings and the removal of diseased,
damaged or invasive plant species
Integrate trees throughout the site to provide shade
Relocate and replace the Coolidge Woods trailhead with a new kiosk with a roof and shield, a new map
box and pet waste bag dispenser (Trailhead 12, Recreational Trails Program)

Cost Considerations
The following pre‐design program Budget
Summary is an example estimate and
identifies the initial breakdown of costs
associated with the planned program. All
costs have been rounded and are
estimated based on our previous
experience with similar projects.
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Coolidge Field

REGION 4
Johnson School Existing
Basic Site Description and Location
Located at 99 South Main Street and
bordered by residential neighborhoods, one
acre of the 7.1‐acre Johnson School site is
used for athletics/recreation. Due to its
location and proximity to the schools,
multiple school and user groups vie for use
of the Johnson School fields for after‐school
athletics. The image to the right shows an
aerial view of Johnson School. The site
contains:






1 little league field
1 basketball court
1 roller hockey rink
1 playground
1 parking lot

Programmed Uses




Johnson School recess/after‐school activities
Natick Little League
Summer Recreation programs



Unsanctioned/informal use by a variety of
youth sports programs

Summary of Existing Conditions
The Johnson School site is used mainly as an active schoolyard. The primary issues of concern for this site
include:

The site is not utilized to its full potential and lacks multi‐generational facilities for community‐wide use.

The site lacks adequate parking.

The existing paved surfaces are in poor condition.

The basketball court and roller hockey rink are in poor condition.

The little league infield is in poor condition with high and low spots in the turf that create tripping
hazards.

The vegetation behind the little league field is growing into the backstop and players areas.

This site lacks appropriate/informational signage.

The site experiences overall drainage issues.

Unrestricted pedestrian movement across the site affects the turf quality in various locations.

The site lacks spectator seating.

There is no ADA access to these facilities, and there are no formal handicapped viewing areas.
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Johnson School

REGION 4
Johnson School Proposed
Recommended Improvements
The recommended park improvements
include; renovating the basketball court and
the roller hockey rink, creating a pathway
system that links to all of the amenities, and
renovating the little league field. This will
provide safe playing surfaces for the users
and better access that meets ADA standards.
Recommendations Summary



















Renovate the little league field with a
root zone mix and subdrainage system
Renovate the little league infield and
install a new backstop and players
benches
Add bleachers and seating areas at the little league field
Add an ADA‐compliant multi‐generational pathway system through the site that service and emergency
vehicles can share
Install a new irrigation system for efficient, comprehensive watering of all turf areas
Renovate the basketball court, including resurfacing and replacing the fencing and hoops
Renovate the roller hockey rink, including resurfacing and replacing the wall boards and nets
Expand the play area and incorporate the sloped area leading to the school
Add an accessible ramp and stairs leading to the basketball court
Add an outdoor classroom along the west side of the Johnson School
Create new raised planting beds north of the outdoor classroom for students and the community to use
Add a new outdoor classroom/butterfly garden along the walking trail
Reconfigure and renovate the existing parking lot
Add a new shade shelter to the left of the parking area and at the beginning of the walking trails
Clear the underbrush along the existing path that leads to Floral Avenue
Upgrade the entrances with attractive signage, add new native plantings, and remove diseased, damaged,
or invasive plant species
Integrate trees throughout the site to provide shade

Cost Considerations
The following pre‐design program
Budget Summary is an example
estimate and identifies the initial
breakdown of costs associated with the
planned program. Playground costs
may differ depending on the play
elements and the age range the
playground is designed for. All costs
have been rounded and are estimated
based on our previous experience with
similar projects.
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Johnson School

REGION 4
Town Common Existing
Basic Site Description and Location
The Natick Town Common is located at
3 East Central Street, but is bordered by
Park Street, Common Street, and South
Main Street. The historically valuable
Town Common sits in the center of the
town and is used as a community
gathering area, farmer’s market, and
hub for the surrounding businesses and
municipal buildings. The image to the
right shows an aerial view of the Natick
Town Common. The common contains:






Paths/trails
1 shade shelter
2 memorials
1 bus stop shelter
Parallel street parking

Summary of Existing Conditions
The town common is used mainly a
passive recreation and gathering space.
The primary issues of concern for this
site include:





This site lacks appropriate/informational signage.
Pathway circulation through the site could be improved.
Unrestricted pedestrian movement across the site affects the turf quality in various locations.
The existing paved surfaces on the common are in good condition.
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Town Common

REGION 4
Town Common Proposed
Recommended Improvements
Recommended
park
improvements
include completing the existing arched
pathway to create a full oval, adding a
play area, and incorporating park seating
options. These improvements will
enhance pedestrian circulation through
the site and bring more people to the
space, while providing a small amount of
active recreation to encourage more
diverse user groups and a wider
demographic.
Recommendations Summary










Renovate and lower the existing
gazebo
Add a new play table area on the
south end of the common
Create an ADA‐compliant multi‐
generational pathway looped around
field that service and emergency
vehicles could share; this pathway
can also be used for special events
Install additional seating along the
new walking path
Add new park lighting along the pathways for extended use of the site
Upgrade the entrances with attractive signage, add new native plantings, and remove diseased, damaged,
or invasive plant species
Integrate trees throughout the site to provide shade
Consider brick event area at south section of the Common.

Cost Considerations
The following pre‐design program
Budget Summary is an example
estimate and identifies the initial
breakdown of costs associated with
the planned program. All costs have
been rounded and are estimated
based on our previous experience
with similar projects.
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Town Common

REGION 5
Memorial Beach Existing
Basic Site Description and Location
Memorial Beach is located at 15 West Street, and the entire
1.5‐acre site is used for recreation. Memorial Beach sits in
between the Natick High School North Complex and the Natick
High School South Complex. Due to its central location, the
beach sees many visitors during peak season. The image to the
right is an aerial view of Memorial Beach. The beach includes:







A playground
A picnic grove/grill area
A fishing area
Beach access
Restroom facilities/concession stand
2 shade shelters

Summary of Existing Conditions
Memorial Beach is in good condition and meets all ADA‐
accessibility requirements. The primary issues of concern for
this site include:

Traffic safety is a major concern.

The site lacks shade at the beach area, although shade
structures have been added.

The picnic area is small for the amount of users visiting the beach.

The concession/restroom building needs several facility updates including plumbing, sinks, toilets, etc.
Recommended Improvements
The recommended master plan for Memorial Beach includes providing similar facilities (similar to those
existing), with slight alterations. The proposed recommendations are as follows:

Update the playground with new play equipment

Expand the picnic/grilling area; replace the existing grills
and add additional grills, if needed

Renovate the concession/restroom building

Upgrade the entrances with attractive signage, add new
native plantings, and remove diseased, damaged, or
invasive plant species

Integrate trees throughout the site to provide shade
Cost Considerations
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Memorial Beach

REGION 5
Natick High School North Complex Existing
Basic Site Description and Location
The Natick High School (NHS) North
Complex is located off of West Street, and
5.2 acres of the site is used for
athletics/recreation. The image to the
right shows an aerial view of the NHS
North Complex. The site contains:






1 multi‐use field, which includes 2
softball fields, and a rectangular‐
shaped field
6 tennis courts
1 small playground near the southern
drop‐off area
2 parking lots

Programmed Uses

Natick High School sports and after‐
school activities

Summer Recreation programs

Unsanctioned/informal use by a
variety of youth sports programs
Summary of Existing Conditions
The multi‐use field is in good condition
and meets all ADA requirements for
accessibility; the tennis courts are fairly new and in good condition as well. The primary issues of concern for
this site include:

The fields at the site overlap and create logistical and scheduling challenges.

The pathways around the tennis courts and the multi‐use field are in good condition.

The winds coming across/off the softball field from the lake can interrupt play at the tennis courts.
Recommended Improvements

Add distance markers to the ADA‐compliant pathway around the multi‐use field and tennis courts

Add a wind screen at the tennis courts to block the wind coming across the fields from the lake

Add a restroom facility near the tennis courts to aid in school security and provide convenience for court
patrons
Cost Considerations
The following pre‐design program Budget
Summary is an example estimate and
identifies the initial breakdown of costs
associated with the planned program. All
costs have been rounded and are
estimated based on our previous
experience with similar projects.
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Natick High School North Complex

REGION 5
Natick High School South Complex Existing
Basic Site Description and Location
The Natick High School (NHS) South Complex is located
off of West Street, and 12.5 acres of the site is used for
athletics. The image to the right shows an aerial view of
the NHS South Complex, which contains:








2 multi‐use fields ‐ soccer, lacrosse, and field
hockey
1 JV football field
1 practice football field
1 synthetic turf multi‐use field with a running
track
1 baseball field
1 freshmen lacrosse field
2 restroom buildings





Programmed Uses

High School varsity/JV baseball, lacrosse,
soccer, field hockey, football

Natick Soccer Club

American Legion/Babe Ruth Baseball

Natick Lacrosse





2 concessions buildings
Athletic field lighting
2 parking lots

Natick Little League Baseball
Summer Recreation programs
Unsanctioned/informal use by a variety of
youth sports programs

Summary of Existing Conditions
The NHS South Complex is widely used by the entire community. Due to its location and relation to the
schools, multiple school groups and a wide range of user groups vie for use of the NHS facilities with a high
demand for play time. Many of the fields suffer from overuse and, with the athletic field lights, the duration
of play throughout the day continues into the night. The primary issues of concern for this site include:









The fields are overused, and this usage exceeds their capacity.
The space at the NHS site is not utilized to its full potential and lacks multi‐generational facilities for
community‐wide use.
The turf conditions are mostly poor to fair at the JV football field, practice football field, and freshmen
lacrosse field; the turf conditions are good at the varsity soccer field, JV soccer field, and baseball field.
The track surface is in fair condition in need of minor preventative maintenance including resurfacing and
painting within a year.
The stadium lights have no neutral grounding.
Having multiple fields at a single site is advantageous from a staffing standpoint (e.g., trainers can be at
one site, as opposed to racing between multiple sites); however, overlapping fields creates scheduling
conflicts and raises safety concerns.
There can be minor enhancements made to the ADA access for these facilities, and there are no formal
handicapped viewing areas.
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Natick High School South Complex

REGION 5
Natick High School South Complex Proposed
Recommended Improvements
The recommended improvements include
converting the JV football field and the
surrounding lawn into synthetic turf to
increase the amount of play for that field and
improve playability and safety for the players.
These improvements also allow other multi‐
use fields to be laid over the field when it is
not being used for football.
Recommendations Summary

















Add a new synthetic turf multi‐use field
adjacent to the running track; field will
include a 360’ x 160’ football field, a 300’ x
150’ multi‐use U14 soccer/lacrosse field,
and a 240’ x 155’ multi‐use U12 soccer field
Renovate the existing varsity soccer field, JV soccer field, and the practice football field with a root zone
mix and a subdrainage system
Renovate the existing freshmen lacrosse field to fit a 210’ x 135’ U12/multi‐use field and add a root zone
mix and a subdrainage system
Add an ADA‐compliant multi‐generational pathway looped around fields on the west side of West Street
that service and emergency vehicles can share
Create a new pathway along the side of the baseball field
Install two new shade shelters with picnic areas near the existing varsity soccer field
Install a new throw wall north of the new synthetic turf field.
Upgrade the irrigation system for efficient, comprehensive watering of all turf areas
Upgrade the entrances with attractive signage, add new native plantings, and remove diseased, damaged,
or invasive plant species
Renovate the building to the west of the parking lot for storage use
Add a new basketball court north of the running track
Add a new field house or renovate the existing field house with locker rooms, storage, concessions,
restrooms, and maintenance facilities to accommodate all levels and genders
Integrate trees throughout the site to provide shade
Renovate the existing parking lot
Replace the athletic field lighting

Cost Considerations
The following pre‐design program Budget
Summary is an example estimate and identifies
the initial breakdown of costs associated with the
planned program. All costs have been rounded
and are estimated based on our previous
experience with similar projects.
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Natick High School South Complex

REGION 6
Hunnewell Fields, South Natick Multi-Purpose Area, and Grove Park Existing
Basic Site Description and Location
Hunnewell Fields, South
Natick Multi‐Purpose
Area, and Grove Park
are located off of
Pleasant Street. The
Charles River wraps
around all three parks,
connecting them to
each other by creating a
geographical, island‐like
boundary. The image to
the right shows an
aerial
view
of
Hunnewell Fields, South
Natick Multi‐Purpose
Area, and Grove Park.
Hunnewell Fields (19.4 acres) contains:




3 little league fields
1 park support building with restrooms
1 small play area



Batting cages
1 parking lot
Paths/trails



1 basketball court (multi‐purpose area)



Fishing area




South Natick Multi‐Purpose Area (.3 acres) contains:


Paths/trails

Grove Park (1.7 acres) contains:


Picnic grove

Programmed Uses




Natick Little League Baseball
Summer Recreation programs
Unsanctioned/informal use by a variety of youth sports programs

Summary of Existing Conditions
Hunnewell Fields, South Natick Multi‐Purpose Area, and Grove Park are used as passive and active
recreational spaces. The primary issues of concern for these sites include:
General:
The land is not utilized to its full potential and lacks multi‐generational facilities for community‐wide use.

The sites lack adequate parking.

The existing gravel parking lot is in poor condition.

The sites lack appropriate/informational signage.

The sites experience overall drainage issues.

The overall site furnishings are in poor condition.
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Hunnewell Fields, South Natick
Multi-Purpose Area, and Grove Park

Hunnewell:

This site lacks spectator seating.

There is no ADA access to these facilities, and there are no formal handicapped viewing areas.

This site lacks multi‐generational facilities for community‐wide use.

The fence netting is loose, torn, and damaged, which poses safety hazards.

Images of Hunnewell Fields

Images of South Natick Multi‐Purpose Area

Images of Grove Park
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Hunnewell Fields, South Natick
Multi-Purpose Area, and Grove Park

66

67

REGION 6
Memorial School Existing
Basic Site Description and Location
The Memorial School is located at 107 Eliot
Street, and 4.8 acres of the 23.6‐acre site are
used for athletics/recreation. Due to its location
and proximity to the schools, multiple school
and user groups vie for use of the Memorial
School fields for after‐school athletics. The
image to the right shows an aerial view of
Memorial School. The park contains:










2 softball fields
2 U13 or below soccer fields
1 informal field
1 basketball court
2 tennis courts
2 playgrounds
1 restroom facility
1 concession stand
Field lighting (some fields)




1 shade shelter
3 parking lots

Programed Uses




Memorial School recess/after‐school
activities
Natick Men’s Slo‐Pitch softball
Natick Little League





Natick Soccer Club
Summer Recreation programs
Unsanctioned/informal use by a variety of
youth sports programs

Summary of Existing Conditions
Memorial School is used mainly an active sports field and recreation space. The primary issues of concern for
this site include:










The site is not utilized to its full potential and lacks multi‐generational facilities for community‐wide use.
This site lacks adequate parking.
The existing paved surfaces are in poor condition.
The tennis courts are in disrepair; the fencing is loose, torn, and damaged, which poses safety hazards.
This site lacks appropriate/informational signage.
The overall drainage conditions at this site are poor.
Unrestricted pedestrian movement across the site affects the turf quality in various locations.
There is no ADA access to these facilities, and there are no formal handicapped viewing areas.
The basketball court is in despair.
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Memorial School

REGION 6
Memorial School Proposed
Recommended Improvements
Recommended improvements include
adding a looped path around the field
area (with benches and resting areas)
and increasing the size of the lower
softball field. These improvements
will improve safety, achieve full site
access, improve play, and allow adult
leagues to use the site.
Recommendations Summary














Renovate the turf with a root
zone mix and a subdrainage
system; potentially add drainage
basins and raingardens
Update the bleachers and seating
areas at the softball fields
Add an ADA‐compliant multi‐
generational pathway looped
around field that service and
emergency vehicles can share
Relocate and renovate the existing basketball court
Renovate the existing tennis courts
Add a new porta john structure next to the new basketball court
Cut into the woods in the right outfield of the lower softball field to accommodate a larger outfield for
adult play
Install a new irrigation system for efficient, comprehensive watering of all turf areas
Upgrade the entrances with attractive signage, add new native plantings, and remove diseased, damaged,
or invasive plant species
Integrate trees throughout the site to provide shade
Upgrade the Eisenmenger Trailhead, including a new map box and a pet waste dispenser (Trailhead 12,
Recreational Trails Program)

Cost Considerations
The
following
pre‐design
program Budget Summary is an
example estimate and identifies
the initial breakdown of costs
associated with the planned
program. All costs have been
rounded and are estimated
based
on
our
previous
experience with similar projects.
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Memorial School

REGION 6
Shaw Park and South Natick Dam Park Existing
Basic Site Description and Location
Shaw Park is located at 53 Eliot Street, and South Natick Dam Park
is located at 9 Pleasant Street. Both parks are very close to one
another and across the Charles River from Hunnewell Fields, South
Natick Multi‐Purpose Area, and Grove Park. The image to the right
shows an aerial view of Shaw Park and South Natick Dam Park.
Shaw Park (.2 acres) contains:

2 informal fields

1 memorial/monument



Paths/walkways

South Natick Dam Park (.3 acres) contains:

Dam overlook

Park seating

Paths/walkways

Parallel parking area

Fishing area
Summary of Existing Conditions
Shaw Park and South Natick Dam Park are used mainly as passive recreation space. The primary issues of
concern for these sites include:

The sites are not utilized to their full potential

There is no ADA access to these facilities.
for recreational use.

Both parks experience overall drainage issues.

The sites lack adequate parking.

The planting beds are not well maintained.

The existing paved surfaces are in poor

The walkway railings are in poor condition.
condition.

The railings overlooking the dam are
insufficient and pose a safety issue.

The sites lack appropriate/informational
signage.

Images of South Natick Dam Park

Images of Shaw Park
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REGION 6
Shaw Park and South Natick Dam Park Proposed
Recommended Improvements
The recommended master plan for Shaw Park
includes redesigning the site with seating and a
gazebo to provide users with a reason to stay and
enjoy the facility. Since this park was designed to fit
in with the historic buildings that surround it, these
improvements would create a space that honors its
history. The existing layout of South Natick Dam
Park works, but renovating the existing space will
enhance the user experience and provide safer
access to the dam.
Recommendations Summary
Shaw Park:

Renovate the turf with a root zone mix

Add an ADA‐compliant multi‐generational
pathway around the open lawn with
connections to the inner circular pathway that
service and emergency vehicles can share

Add a new plaza area at the west side of the
park

Install a new gazebo in the plaza area with curved bench seating
around it

Add an ADA‐sloped entrance walk

Upgrade the entrances with attractive signage, add new native
plantings, and remove diseased, damaged, or invasive plant
species

Integrate trees throughout the site to provide shade

Restore the plaques at the end of the curved benches

Add a new memorial to honor the Natick Native Americans
South Natick Dam Park:
Renovate the turf

Add an ADA‐compliant multi‐generational pathway that service
and emergency vehicles can share

Add new entrance stairs from Mill Lane

Add an ADA‐compliant ramped pathway leading from the corner
of Pleasant Street and Mill Lane

Install a new lower overlook/fishing area with an ADA‐compliant
walkway and stairs

Renovate the upper overlook area with improved railings

Upgrade the entrances with attractive signage, add new native
plantings, and remove diseased, damaged, or invasive plant
species

Integrate trees throughout the site to provide shade

Install new park seating along pathways
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Cost Considerations
The following pre‐design program Budget Summaries are example estimates and identify the initial
breakdown of costs associated with the planned programs. All costs have been rounded and are estimated
based on our previous experience with similar projects.
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Shaw Park and South Natick Dam Park

SECTION 6
Funding Opportunities
Many potential sources of funding from both public and private entities could help to pay for potential
improvements to field and park sites in Natick. In addition, donations, both large and small, can be combined
to help offset the town’s responsibilities in undertaking these meaningful improvements. The Town of Natick
will aggressively pursue a variety of funding and implementation strategies that could include:


Traditional Public Bidding – Develop plans, specifications, and estimates for the desired improvements
and then publicly advertise, receive bids, and award a construction contract to the lowest qualified
bidder. The costs for these types of projects can range from $50,000 for small‐scale work to hundreds of
thousands of dollars, or even multiple millions for large‐scale projects.



In‐House Services – Implement improvements making use of the town’s own labor forces, materials, and
equipment. This method is typically appropriate for projects that are limited in scope, such as the
construction of a parking area, driveway, or sidewalk or refurbishment of a baseball infield or sections of
a soccer field (e.g., goal mouths, center field areas, etc.). As funding, materials, equipment, and human
resources permit, other minor improvement efforts can be planned and undertaken as well; examples of
these minor enhancements include removing dead/diseased trees and pruning healthy trees around field
perimeters and installing player’s benches, small bleacher systems, trash receptacles, limited fencing
runs, and signage.



Donations/Corporate Sponsorships/Community Build – Implement improvements for projects through a
variety of means that might include construction of a field or ancillary facility with funding generated
through linkage or mitigation arrangements. These types of arrangements often originate from the
approval of a large in‐town development. In certain cases, we can also implement improvements using
contractors who seek to donate services, equipment, or materials.

Partnerships
Partnerships can play an important role in the overall plan to improve, manage, and maintain park properties.
For example, many privately managed sports leagues in Natick have impressive track records of supporting
certain maintenance and capital improvement initiatives for numerous facilities. More and more,
communities are relying on public/private partnerships to create facilities and maintain the desired playing
conditions needed to support town‐wide sports programming.
For your initial consideration, we have identified a number of potential funding sources. Many of the
governmental sources identified allocate millions of dollars a year for parks, open space, and athletic facility
improvement programs, but competition for these funds is intense. If selected to receive these funds, the
actual improvements are implemented through a public design, bid, and construction process.
Commonwealth of Massachusetts - Division of Conservation Services (DCS)
DCS has funded hundreds of park, open space, and recreation projects throughout Massachusetts over the
past several decades. In June/July, the agency receives applications from municipalities for improvements to
parks, playgrounds, and athletic facilities or for assistance in acquiring an open space property to help support
community open space and recreation goals. DCS administers several programs, including the Parkland
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Acquisition and Renovations for Communities (PARC) program, which generally funds acquisitions of parkland,
as well as the construction of new parks and renovation of existing parks. Funds tend to be earmarked to
communities with greater than 35,000 residents that have fewer outlets for recreation. Demographics play a
role in the grant award process, though. Communities that are more urban in nature with high percentages of
low‐income residents tend to fare better in the decision‐making process compared to smaller communities
with fewer low‐income residents. For projects in smaller communities like Natick, the PARC funding
application would need to make a solid case that the sought‐after funding is for a project of regional
significance. Larger field complexes, with the ability to host regional events, would likely meet this criteria.
The Local Acquisition for Natural Diversity (LAND) program typically allows conservation commissions to
purchase properties to protect natural resources by eliminating threatened development on those properties.
The Town of Natick could pursue this program in order to offset a potential field development project that
might take place on town‐owned land that meets the funding criteria.
DCS also receives federal Land & Water Conservation Funds for distribution to communities that are
considering park improvements or land acquisitions as described above. The allocation for Massachusetts for
the upcoming year has not yet been determined; however, the funds, when available, may be used to
supplement funding from both the PARC and LAND programs.
Community Preservation Act Funding
A number of years ago, the Massachusetts legislature passed the Community Preservation Act, which allows
cities and towns to generate funds through an added property assessment for improvements related to
affordable housing, historic preservation, and certain types of park/open space acquisitions and
enhancements. With this act, locally generated funding is matched up to 35%‐40% with state dollars, and
more than 100 communities in the Commonwealth have already adopted the legislation. If adopted in Natick,
this program could become an important source of local capital funding for the implementation of some of
the recommended improvements identified in this master plan.
Funding Alternatives
For your consideration, we have also identified the following alternative funding sources:


U.S. Soccer Foundation – The U.S. Soccer Foundation has awarded grants to over 600 non‐profit
organizations since 1995. They support soccer programs and field‐building initiatives across the country
with a goal of promoting healthier, safer, and more active communities. They award two types of grants
each year. The first grant is called Safe Places to Play, which assists grantees with synthetic turf fields,
lighting, irrigation, and sports courts. The second grant is a Program Grant, which assists with equipment
and operating costs. Visit http://www.ussoccerfoundation.org for further information and to read the
requirements of each grant.



Land & Water Conservation Fund – In the past 40 years, the LWCF has approved over 40,000 grants to
states and localities, with over 26,000 of these grants awarded for development of recreation facilities.
LWCF grants could cover up to 50% of the total project‐related costs for public outdoor recreation and for
fulfilling the program’s planning requirements. For more information, on these planning requirements,
visit http://www.nps.gov/lwcf/index.htm.



Baseball Tomorrow Fund – The BTF awards approximately 55 grants per year, distributing an average of
more than $1.8 million in funds annually. Their mission is to promote and enhance youth participation in
baseball and softball. They fund programs, renovations, and construction of baseball and softball fields,
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equipment and other selected program expenses. For more information on the BTF and their application
process, visit
http://web.mlbcommunity.org/index.jsp?content=programs&program=baseball_tomorrow_fund


United States Tennis Association – USTA’s mission is to promote and develop the growth of tennis in the
United States. In order to achieve their mission, they have developed a USTA Facility Assistance program,
which assists grantees with anything from tennis court repairs to new court/facility construction. For
further requirements and details, visit
http://www.usta.com/About‐USTA/Tennis‐in‐the‐Parks/Tennis_In_The_Parks/
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SECTION 7
Implementation Priorities
The following implementation priorities were created to address the myriad of work to be completed at the
various facilities in Natick.
The scale below represents the priorities for completing work at the various sites in Town. There were five
areas that were considered in creating this priority scale, Safety Risk, Current Condition, Return on
Investment, Diversity of Use and Proximity to like venues. Since safety is always the highest priority it was
given a factor of 4 and the need was considered immediate.
Safety Risk
(x4)

Current
Condition

Return
Invest

Diversity of
Use

Proximity to
Like

Total

East School

2

2

2

2

2

16

Navy Yard Field

2

2

2

1.5

1.5

15

Johnson School

2

2

2

1

2

15

Bennett Hemenway School

2

2

2

1

1

14

South Natick Multi‐purpose

2

2

2

0

2

14

Lilja Elementary School

2

2

1.5

1

1

13.5

Cole Center

2

1.5

1.5

0.5

0.5

12

Community Senior Center

2

1.5

1

0.5

1

12

West Hill Park

1.5

2

1.5

0.5

1

11

South Natick Dam Park

1.5

1

1.5

1

1

10.5

Memorial School

1.5

1

1

1

1.5

10.5

Murphy Field

1.5

1

1

1.5

1

10.5

NHS South

1

0.5

2

2

1.5

10

Memorial Beach

1

1

1.5

1.5

2

10

Hunnewell Fields

1

1

1

0.5

2

8.5

Shaw Park

1

1.5

1.5

0

1

8

Mary Bunker Park

1

1

1

0.5

1

7.5

Loker Park

1

1

1

0.5

0.5

7

Coolidge Field

0.5

1

1

1.5

1

6.5

Kennedy Middle School

0.5

1

1

1

1

6

Town Common

0.5

0.5

1.5

1

1

6

Brown

0.5

1.5

0.5

1

0

5

Tony Anniballi Park

0.5

1

0.5

0

1

4.5

Henry Wilson Park

0

1

1.5

0.5

0.5

3.5

Grove Park

0.5

0.5

1

0

0

3.5

JJ Lane Park

0

0

0

2

1

3

Wilson Middle School

0

0

1

0.5

1

2.5

Sargent / Mathworks Field

0

0

0.5

0.5

0

1

NHS North

0

0

0.5

0

0

0.5

Property
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Safety is considered a highest priority. The information from the site assessments were critical in determining
this area. Field conditions were looked at including lips and edges on baseball diamonds and surface
conditions around boundaries of the playing fields. Play equipment, walking paths, permanent structures,
fencing and access areas were all reviewed to determine safety concerns. The scale for safety was:
0 – There were no observed safety issues at the site
1 – There were aging or breakdown in elements that could become safety issues
2 – There were critical safety issues that needed to be addressed
Of note there have been several issues that were addressed as this study was taking place including removal
of unsafe playground equipment at Navy Yard Field and Hunnewell Field.
Current Conditions were looked at in the context of site amenities in their current state. This was another
area that the site assessment was critical in determining the number. Consistency of turf including bare
spots, wear patterns, drainage and turf health were assessed. Condition of benches, fencing, courts, and play
equipment were looked at. Chipped paint, bent metal, cracking and peeling were all factors in determining
this category. The scale for Current Condition was:
0 – Overall Good Condition
1 – Fair Condition – there were some minor issues
2 – Poor Condition – there were several issues
Of note the brown baseball diamond was redone and the Ben‐ Hem field is scheduled for work after the
season this fall.
Return on Investment was looked at in the context of biggest impact per dollar spent. We looked at the size
of the property, ability/inability to use to its fullest potential in the current state and areas of the site that
could be expanded. We looked at the ability to reconfigure or expand fields to address the usage issues
plaguing the system. The scale for Return on Investment was:
0 – Low – there were not many options to reconfigure or enhance
1 – Medium – there was some ability to reconfigure or enhance the property
2 – High – several adjustments could be made at the property
Diversity of Use was looked at in the context of number of elements at a site. We considered active and
passive elements. We looked at the ability to use the site from our youngest resident to our eldest. We
considered the types of use that could take place examples: walking, biking, baseball, soccer, basketball, play
equipment, fitness equipment, flying a kite, walking a dog, sitting and meditating. The scale for Diversity of
use was:
0 – One dimensional
1 – Some multi use, a few different elements
2 – High Multi Use – many residents could use the site for several purposes
Proximity to Like was looked at in the context of what is close by. We looked at distance between parks and
elements that were similar in parks that were close by. We looked at safe ways to access one park from
another, were there any major routes that were required to traverse to get the other site. We considered
size of site and surrounding sites, residential density by the site, and connectivity to trial heads all as factors.
0 – Many amenities close by
1 – Another site close but amenities are not similar, sites are small
2 – No other park close, amenities not close by
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The chart below gives you some more detail on the sites that were ranked high with regard to safety
concerns. You will note that the Natick High School synthetic turf is proposed on this chart as well. With the
current overuse of fields and the potential of losing fields at Kennedy Middle School during construction, this
project would create immediate relief. The practice field at the high school has the greatest capacity for
additional use.
Facility/Site

Improvement Area

Region

Implementation Priority

East School

Entire site

Region 2

Navy Yard Field

Entire site

Region 3

Poor condition and would add playable tennis and
basketball courts
Poor condition and would add a multi‐use field

Johnson School

Courts, Playground, Field

Region 3

Poor conditions and safety concerns throughout

Bennett‐
Hemenway
South Natick Multi‐
Purpose Area
Lilja Elementary
School

Reconstruct little league
infield

Region 2

Basketball courts

Region 6

Play area

Region 3

Cole Center

Play area

Region 1

Greatly improve playing conditions and address a field
that breaks down frequently due to its pitch and grading
Site not accessible, needs parking, and
deteriorated courts need to be replaced
Play area desired by school, equipment is over 20 years
old at both the 2‐5 and 5‐12 playground areas
Play structure does not meet current standards, old
wooden structure is cracking

Community
Senior Center

ADA path

Region 4

Path does not meet ADA Compliance

West Hill Park

Reconstruct little league
infield & parking

Region 1

South Natick Dam

Pathway improvements

Region 4

Memorial School

Courts

Region 6

Murphy Field

Playground

Region 3

Greatly improve safety and playing conditions,
additional parking needed on site
Path has been patched and repaired several times,
needs to be rebuilt
Tennis and basketball courts have several cracks
and surfaces are beyond their useful life
Playground will need to be replaced in 5 years

NHS

Synthetic turf practice
field and lighting

Region 5
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Eliminate the compacted turf and provide a better
practice venue, greatest ability to gain field time

Implementation Priorities

APPENDIX A - STUDY FACILITIES
Town of Natick - Field and Park Study

REGION

1

1

FIELD/FACILITY NAME

BROWN SCHOOL

COLE CENTER

1

HENRY WILSON PARK

1

JJ LANE PARK

1

1

2

2

KENNEDY MIDDLE SCHOOL

WEST HILL PARK

BENNETT HEMENWAY
ELEMENTARY SCHOOL

EAST SCHOOL

2

MARY BUNKER PARK

2

WILSON MIDDLE SCHOOL

3

LILJA ELEMENTARY SCHOOL

LOCATION/AD
DRESS

Jean Burke Drive

179 Boden Lane

TOTAL
ACRES

17 Acres

9.8 Acres

EXISTING
AREA (IN ACRES)
PARKING
OF EXISTING
SPOTS
RECREATIONAL *additional on
USE
street parking
available

1.0 Acres

9.8 Acres

72

103*

SUMMARY

Multi-use property, facility is part of Brown
Elementary School; fields/ courts include little
league, U12 soccer and a basketball court.

DEFICIENCIES / HAZARDS

Overlapping fields, Lack of adequate parking
and/or ADA accessibility, little league field and
basketball court in poor condition, Lack of
spectator areas or seating, overall site
drainage issues, walkways, new backstop,
some fencing in despair with protrusions or
sharp edges

RECOMMENDATIONS

Renovate the field, add
bleacher seating, ADA
pathway, and parking.

Facility in good condition, well maintained with
reasonable facilities and parking. New synthetic
turf was being installed at time of site visit and is
now complete.

Lack of player and spectator seating and
playground is in despair and has equipment
safety issues

Renovate existing playground

Insufficient trash receptacles. Lines need
repainting. Planting beds require attention, no
emergency signage, lacks
informational/identification signage

Convert to a recreational
passive park with a small
splash pad, workout play and
walking paths
None noted

FIELDS / COURTS
IN USE

HOURS
OF USE
IN FALL

HOURS
OF USE
IN
SPRING

TOTAL
HOURS
OF USE

(1) Multiuse Little
League/ Soccer Field

280

570

850

(1.5) Basketball Court

N/A

N/A

N/A

0

622.5

622.5

(1) Multiuse Field
(South)

465

645

1,110

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

(2) Volleyball Courts

N/A

N/A

N/A

(2) Open Fields

N/A

N/A

N/A

(1) Multiuse Soccer
Field (North)

181 West
Central Street

2.3 Acres

0 Acres

9

Area is sufficiently maintained and in decent
condition. Sufficient parking and ADA accessibility.

185 Speen Street

4.0 Acres

0.2 Acres

42

Multi-use area featuring playground, sand
volleyball court, grass area, and footpaths. Parking
on site.

None noted.

74

Multi-use rectangular field at Kennedy Middle
School, mainly used for U12 soccer.

Lack of ADA accessibility, turf in poor
condition with tripping hazards, Lack of
spectator areas or seating, overall site
drainage issues (major ponding observed at
entrances to field), walkways and lots in
despair.

New school to be constructed

(1) Multiuse U10
Soccer Field

230

562.5

792.5

0*

Small park featuring one little league field,
surrounded by residential neighborhoods. Parking
on street.

Field is in poor condition, inadequate parking,
insufficient ADA access, lacks spectator
seating, fencing is loose, torn, and damaged,
some sharp or protruding edges on hardware.
Poses a hazard.

Renovate the little league
field, add blacher seating and
add parallel parking.

(1) Little League Field

200

450

650

Field surfaces uneven, fence posts in
disrepair, some sharp or protruding edges on
hardware, graffiti present.

Renovate the little league
field, add terraced seating
behind the little league
backstop and renovate the TBall (practice field) area.

(1) Multi-use/ Little
League Field

280

375

655

101

Playing fields for little league and soccer at Bennett
Hemenway School in decent condition, sufficiently
maintained. One and one-half basketball courts
overlap. Parking and two playgrounds on site.

0

450

450

(1) .5 Basketball Court

N/A

N/A

N/A

(1) Little League Field

0

450

450

(2) Tennis Courts

N/A

N/A

N/A

(1) Basketball Court

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

(1) Multiuse Baseball/
Soccer Field

360

705

1,065

(1) Basketball Court

N/A

N/A

N/A

0

337.5

337.5

(1) Playground

N/A

N/A

N/A

(1) Open Field

N/A

N/A

N/A

165 Mill Street

52 Mill Street

22 East
Evergreen Street

90 Oak Street

13.2 Acres

1.6 Acres

9.5 Acres

6.0 Acres

0.9 Acres

0.8 Acres

1.4 Acres

1.5 Acres

28

Playing fields located at East School, in poor
condition, soil is compacted, turf cover is
inadequate for athletic play . Existing paved
surfaces and overall court conditions are poor and
include cracks and uneven surfaces.

Fields are in poor condition, overall park is in
disrepair

Renovate the little league
field, relocate and reconstruct
the tennis courts, relocate and
expand the playground and
construct an ADA walking path
system.
Reconstruct the parking lot,
upgrade the picnic area, add
paths to water, add a dock
and a beach area on water
front

228 North Main
Street

2.9 Acres

0 Acres

20

Wooded park with trails.

No parking, insufficient ADA access, some
sharp or protruding edges on hardware.

22 Rutledge
Road

6.5 Acres

2.2 Acres

68

Playing fields adjacent to middle school are in good
condition, parking at fields and additional parking
at school.

Existing paved surfaced are in poor condition,
lacks spectator seating at the fields, and there
is no ADA access.

Add fitness course, walking
paths and outdoor classroom.

Elementary school with playground and open field
areas, former softball field not maintained.

Softball field in disrepair. Mound is badly
worn, Fence netting is loose, torn, and
damaged. Poses a hazard. Lack of ADA
accessibiltiy.

Convert little league into a
rectangular multiuse field,
expand and add playgrounds.

41 Bacon Street

5.3 Acres

1.0 Acres

45

(1) Practice Field

(1) Little League Field

REGION

3

3

3

3

3

4

4

4

FIELD/FACILITY NAME

LOKER PARK

MURPHY FIELD

NAVY YARD FIELD

SARGENT/MATHWORKS FIELD

LOCATION/AD
DRESS

79 Walnut Street

157 North Main
Street

41 Washington
Avenue

17 Oak Street

TONY ANNIBALLI PARK at PEGAN
COVE

30 Washington
Avenue

COMMUNITY SENIOR CENTER

117 East Central
Street

COOLIDGE FIELD

JOHNSON SCHOOL

9 Chester Street

99 South Main
Street

TOTAL
ACRES

1.5 Acres

3.8 Acres

2.7 Acres

9.7 Acres

27.8 Acres

7.0 Acres

3.9 Acres

7.1 Acres

EXISTING
AREA (IN ACRES)
PARKING
OF EXISTING
SPOTS
RECREATIONAL *additional on
USE
street parking
available
0.1 Acres

1.6 Acres

0.8 Acres

2.1 Acres

0 Acres

0.4 Acres

2.5 Acres

1.0 Acres

0*

28*

13*

96

SUMMARY

DEFICIENCIES / HAZARDS

RECOMMENDATIONS

Small pocket park with half basketball court, large
playground, two open fields and on street parking

Insufficient parking, signage in disrepair,
walkways in poor condition. Insufficient ADA
access. Field and basketball court are uneven,
poses a tripping hazard.

Renovate turf, add ADA
pathway, resurface the
basketball court, and upgrade
the signage

Softball closest to parking area has insufficient
outfield, additional parking needed, half
basketball court is in fair to poor condition.
Lack of ball netting safety between parking
and softball is a safety hazard.

Expand the playground and
add a small splash area, add
multiuse fields at of both the
softball fields and expand the
parking lot.

Multi-use property with softball, U8 soccer, half
basketball court and a children's playground.

Multi-use property with little league, soccer,
basketball and a childrens playground.

Multi-use playing fields with ample parking.

10

Small Park with wooded walking trails and small
bridges leading to the water. Small gravel parking
area

93

Multiuse property including an open field and a
walking path.

0*

40

Multi-use property including baseball, softball,
soccer and basketball; ample wooded property to
the East used for trails.

Multi-use property, facility is part of Johnson
Elementary School; fields/ courts include little
league, roller hockey rink, basketball court and a
childrens playground.

Overlapping fields, little league and turf in
poor condition with tripping hazards, little
league has insufficient outfield, overall site
drainage issues, walkways and lots in despair,
basketball court in disrepair, insufficient ADA
access, playground lacks definition

Remove the little league field
and convert it to a large
multiuse field,relocate the
basketball court, add walking
paths and add new play areas.

HOURS
OF USE
IN FALL

HOURS
OF USE
IN
SPRING

TOTAL
HOURS
OF USE

0

225

225

(1/2) Basketball Court

N/A

N/A

N/A

(1) Playground

N/A

N/A

N/A

(1) Multiuse Softball/
Soccer Field

400

480

880

(1) Softball Field

300

480

780

(1) 1/2 Basketball
Court

N/A

N/A

N/A

(1) Playground

N/A

N/A

N/A

(1) Multiuse Little
Leage/ Soccer Field

300

480

780

(1) Basketball Court

N/A

N/A

N/A

(1) Playground

N/A

N/A

N/A

(1) Open Field

N/A

N/A

N/A

(1) Multiuse Soccer
Field (Mathworks Field)

400

600

1,000

(1) Multiuse Little
League/ Soccer Field
(Sargent Field)

450

630

1,080

N/A

N/A

N/A

0

0

0.0

410

675

1,085

410

465

875

N/A

N/A

N/A

0

375

375

(1) Basketball Court

N/A

N/A

N/A

(1) Roller Hockey Rink

N/A

N/A

N/A

(1) Playground

N/A

N/A

N/A

FIELDS / COURTS
IN USE

(1) Multiuse Field

Paint markings in disrepair, insufficient player
& spectator seating. Fence fabric is in disrepair
or damaged, loose with ties broken. Poses a
hazard.

Creat a looped path around
the fields

Signage lacks information. Overgrown
walkways creates tripping hazard.

Add park seating, upgrade
park signage and renovate and
expand the parking area,
eliminate trash receptacles for
carry-in carry-out

N/A

Surfaces are in poor condition, trip hazards
exist on uneven pathway surface and the field
has many high and low spots that are
hazardous to play

Construct an ADA walking
path, a multiuse field, and play
areas.

(1) Open Field

Overlapping fields, Lack of adequate parking
and/or ADA accessibility

Renovate basketball court,
add ADA walking path, a
restroom building and
bleacher seating.

Lack of ADA accessibility, turf in poor
condition with tripping hazards, Little league
infield is in poor condition, roller hockey rink
and basketball court are in disrepair,
insufficient ADA access, walkways are in poor
condition. Fencing is in disrepair. Playground
has some safty issues.

Renovate courts and little
league field, creat ADA
pathways and expand the
playground.

(1) Multiuse 90'
Baseball/ Soccer Field
(1) Multiuse 60'
Softball/ Soccer Field
(1) Basketball Court
(1) Little League Field

4

TOWN COMMON

3 East Central
Street

1.7 Acres

0 Acres

0*

Small rectangular park in center of town with a
walkway system, bus stop, benches, a gazebo and a
memorial.

Gazebo needs surface maintenance.

Add circular walkway with
new park seating, lighting and
a play area

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

5

MEMORIAL BEACH

15 West Street

1.3 Acres

0.5 Acres

0*

Small beach with volleyball, shade shelters,
restrooms, concession, and grills

Parking lot is across the side street creating
pedestrian/vehicular conflicts and is in fair
condition.

Upgrade the picnic/ grilling
area and add vegetation for
shade.

(1) Beach volleyball

N/A

N/A

N/A

REGION

FIELD/FACILITY NAME

LOCATION/AD
DRESS

TOTAL
ACRES

EXISTING
AREA (IN ACRES)
PARKING
OF EXISTING
SPOTS
RECREATIONAL *additional on
USE
street parking
available

SUMMARY

DEFICIENCIES / HAZARDS

RECOMMENDATIONS

HOURS
OF USE
IN FALL

HOURS
OF USE
IN
SPRING

TOTAL
HOURS
OF USE

262.5

532.5

795

(1) Multiuse JV Soccer
Field

175

712.5

887.5

(1) JV Football Field

175

0

175

(1) Practice Football
Field/ Open Field

175

240

415

(1) Multiuse Field w/
Running Track
(Memorial Field)

415

806.3

1,221.3

(1) Baseball Field
(Mahan Field)

0

652.5

652.5

(1) Multiuse Frosh
Lacrosse Field

175

495

670

(1) Multiuse Field
w/ 2 Softball and
1 Soccer

175

262.5

437.5

(6) Tennis Courts

N/A

N/A

N/A

(1) Playground

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

(1) Little League Field

280

600

880

(1) Little League Field

280

600

880

(1) Little League Field

280

600

880

(1) Open Field

N/A

N/A

N/A

(1) 60' Softball Field

80

630

710

(1) 60' Softball Field

280

630

910

(1) Multiuse Soccer
Field

400

600

1,000

(2) Tennis Courts

N/A

N/A

N/A

FIELDS / COURTS
IN USE

(1) Multiuse Varsity
Soccer Field

5

5

6

6

6

NHS COMPLEX -SOUTH

NHS COMPLEX-NORTH

GROVE PARK

HUNNEWELL FIELD

MEMORIAL SCHOOL

6

SHAW PARK

6

SOUTH NATICK DAM PARK

6

SOUTH NATICK MULTI-PURPOSE
AREA

90 West Street

15 West Street

11 Pleasant
Street

24 Pleasant
Street

107 Eliot Street

24 Acres

25 Acres

1.7 Acres

19.4 Acres

23.6 Acres

12.5 Acres

5.2 Acres

0.1 Acres

3.8 Acres

4.8 Acres

280

152

0*

(1.8 ACRE
PARKING LOT)

24

Multi-use playing fields, parking located on site,
fields and parking on both sides of West Street.

Multi-use playing fields located at Natick High
School. Parking on site, ADA accessible.

Fields are overused and the turf at the JV
football field, the practice field, and the frosh
lacrosse field is in poor condition, Electrical
condition on lighting is a safety hazard.

Wind an issue at tennis courts, could improve
amenities

Convert the JV football field
into synthetic turf multiuse
field, renovate remaining
fields, add ADA pathway
system throughout, a new
basketball court, new throw
wall and replace existing
athletic lighting.

Addition of trees for wind
screen by tennis courts and a
new restroom facility

Small property adjacent to South Natick Dam Park.
Wooded area leading to Dam.

Lack of adequate parking and/or ADA
accessibility, Pedestrian and vehicular
circulation conflict, tables and benches in poor
condition, ponding observed, no emergency
signage

Renovate the picnic area and
create ADA walking path

Baseball fields in good condition. Ample on-site
imformal parking.

Parking area is in poor condition, not well
defined and lacks appropriate amount of
spaces. Site is not ADA compliant Fence
netting is loose, torn, and damaged. Poses a
hazard

Add a Parking lot and
renovate the existing lot, reorient and relocate the little
league field to have a 225'
outfield

Multi-use property, facility is part of Memorial
Elementary School; fields/ courts include softball,
U12 soccer, U8 soccer, tennis courts and a childrens
playground.

Overlapping fields, Turf in poor condition,
overall site drainage issues, walkways and lots
in despair, Tennis courts in poor condition,
tennis fencing is loose, torn, and damaged.
Poses a hazard.

Reconstruct basketball and
tennis courts, renovate the
turf and add ADA walking path

53 Eliot Street

0.2 Acres

0 Acres

0*

Small park with a small open lawn area .

Walkways are in poor condition. No ADA
access

Reconstruct the walk and add
a gazebo and park seating

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

9 Pleasant Street

0.3 Acres

0 Acres

0*

Small park featuring a dam and walking paths.

Walkways, drains and basins are in poor
condition. Insufficient railings overlooking the
dam creating a safety issue.

Reconstruct the walkways and
add park seating

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

0*

Multi-use property including a basketball court and
open paved area.

Court pavement in extremely poor consition,
grading and drainage issues, benches in
disrepair, over grown vegetation, numerous
trip hazards, insufficient ADA access

Add two new basketball
courts, a roller hockey rink,
new parking lot, and pathways
leading to the water.

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

23 Pleasant
Street

0.3 Acres

0 Acres

APPENDIX B - FACILITY INVENTORY
Town of Natick - Field and Park Study
FIELDS
FIELD/ FACILITY NAME
NHS Complex
NHS Comple - South
Bennett Hemenway School
Brown School
Cole Center
Community Senior Center
Coolidge Field
East School
Grove Park
Henry Wilson Park
Hunnewell Field
JJ Lane Park
Johnson School
Kennedy Middle School
Lilja Elementary School
Loker Park
Mary Bunker Park
Memorial Beach
Memorial School
Murphy Field
Navy Yard Field
Sargent / Mathworks Field
Shaw Park
South Natick Dam Park
South Natick Multi-Purpose Area
Tony Anniballi Park at Pegan Cove
Town Common
West Hill Park
Wilson Middle School
Total

Football

Softball

Little
Baseball
League

2
1

1
1
1

COURTS/ RINKS
MultiUse
1
4
1
1
2

Informal
Open Field

Basketball

Tennis

Track

RECREATIONAL AMENITIES

Volleyball

Roller
Hockey

6
1
1

Playground

Beach
access

1

1

1

2
2
1

2

2
1

1
0.5

1
1

1

2
1
1
2

1
1

1

1
0.5
1

Community
Garden

Parking
Lot

1

2
2
1
2
1
2

Y
Y

1
1

Y
Y

Y/N

1
2
1
1

2

Y
Y

Y
1
1

Y

1
3

1

Y
Y

3
1
1

2
2

Shade
Shelter

1
1

1
1

Monument /
Memorial

1

1

1

1
2

Athletic Field
Lighting

1

1

1
2

1

Site
Concession
Restroom

1

Y
3

Fishing
Area

2

1.5
1.5
0.5
1
1

1

Paths/
Trails

1

1
1

Picnic
Grove

AMENITIES

Y
Y

Y
1

Y
Y

1
1
1

1
1

1
4
1

Y/N

3
1
1
1

Y/N

Y

1

Y
Y
Y

1
1
1
1
1
1

1
Y

1
Y

Y
Y

Y

1
2

1

1
1

#
9

7

11

1
3

1
18

Overlaps with diamond outfield
Total Overlapping Multi-Use Fields

8

1
12.5

10

1

3

1

18

3

1
7

13

5

9

6

5

3

11

2

2
26

APPENDIX C- YOUTH PARTICIPATION
Town of Natick - Field and Park Study
NUMBER OF PARTICIPANTS IN FALL SEASONS

NUMBER OF PARTICIPANTS IN SPRING SEASONS

2010

2011

2012

2013

2014

2015

1641

1582

1507

1648

1603

1577

LITTLE LEAGUE- BOYS

84

84

84

72

99

LITTLE LEAGUE- GIRLS

36

36

36

36

YOUTH FOOTBALL

180

168

178

HIGH SCHOOL FOOTBALL

116

116

HIGH SCHOOL FIELD HOCKEY

57

HIGH SCHOOL SOCCER

YOUTH SOCCER

TOTAL

2010

2011

2012

2013

2014

2015

YOUTH SOCCER

1337

1434

1377

1473

1410

1425

78

LITTLE LEAGUE- BOYS

936

960

888

852

709

702

24

24

LITTLE LEAGUE- GIRLS

264

252

204

216

206

194

191

180

180

YOUTH LACROSSE

254

288

346

394

424

405

117

114

107

98

HIGH SCHOOL LACROSSE

96

111

127

113

91

95

54

53

42

48

50

HIGH SCHOOL SOFTBALL

49

48

40

36

43

43

127

126

119

126

120

120

HIGH SCHOOL BASEBALL

54

72

55

50

46

51

2241

2166

2094

2229

2181

2127

2990

3165

3037

3134

2929

2915

TOTAL

FALL 2011
2%

SPRING 2011
2%
4% 2%

6%

5%

9%
YOUTH SOCCER

YOUTH SOCCER
8%

LITTLE LEAGUE- BOYS

LITTLE LEAGUE- BOYS

8%

LITTLE LEAGUE- GIRLS

2%

LITTLE LEAGUE- GIRLS

4%

YOUTH FOOTBALL

YOUTH LACROSSE

HIGH SCHOOL FOOTBALL

HIGH SCHOOL LACROSSE

HIGH SCHOOL FIELD HOCKEY

HIGH SCHOOL SOFTBALL

HIGH SCHOOL SOCCER

HIGH SCHOOL BASEBALL

45%

73%
30%

FALL 2013
5%

2%

SPRING 2013

6%

4% 1% 2%
12%

8%

YOUTH SOCCER

YOUTH SOCCER

LITTLE LEAGUE- BOYS

LITTLE LEAGUE- BOYS

LITTLE LEAGUE- GIRLS

2%
3%

7%

47%

YOUTH FOOTBALL

LITTLE LEAGUE- GIRLS
YOUTH LACROSSE

HIGH SCHOOL FOOTBALL

HIGH SCHOOL LACROSSE

HIGH SCHOOL FIELD HOCKEY

HIGH SCHOOL SOFTBALL

HIGH SCHOOL SOCCER

HIGH SCHOOL BASEBALL

74%
27%

FALL 2015
5%

2%

SPRING 2015
3% 1% 2%

6%
14%

8%
1%
4%

YOUTH SOCCER

YOUTH SOCCER

LITTLE LEAGUE- BOYS

LITTLE LEAGUE- BOYS

LITTLE LEAGUE- GIRLS

LITTLE LEAGUE- GIRLS
7%

YOUTH FOOTBALL

49%

YOUTH LACROSSE

HIGH SCHOOL FOOTBALL

HIGH SCHOOL LACROSSE

HIGH SCHOOL FIELD HOCKEY

HIGH SCHOOL SOFTBALL

HIGH SCHOOL SOCCER

HIGH SCHOOL BASEBALL

74%

24%

ANNUAL PARTICIPANTS
2010

2011

2012

2013

2014

2015

TOTAL BOTH SEASONS

5231

5331

5131

5363

5110

5042

TOTAL SOCCER & LACROSSE

3455

3541

3476

3754

3648

3622

APPENDIX D - PLAYGROUND INSTALLATION DATES
Town of Natick - Field and Park Study
PLAYGROUND EQUIPMENT
LOCATION

AREA

MANUFACTURER

YEAR BUILT

Bennett Hemenway School

Front of Building

Landscape Structures

2001

Bennett Hemenway School

Back of Building

Landscape Structures

2014

Brown School

East Side of School

Landscape Structures

1994

Brown School

West Side of School

Landscape Structures

2006

Cole Center

Front of Building

Kompan

1999

Cole Center

Back of Building

Landscape Structures

2006

Memorial Beach

Inside Beach to Right

Unknown

1988

East School

South of Building

Kompan

2010

Hunnewell Fields

Between Field #1 & #2

Unknown

1976

JJ Lane Park

Installed Fall 2013

New England Rec G.

2014

Johnson School

Front Right of Building

Landscape Structures

1999

Lilja Elementary School

West Side of School

Landscape Structures

1996

Lilja Elementary School

East Side of School

Landscape Structures

1996

Loker Park

Inside Park

Game Time

2005

Memorial School

Front Right of Building

Landscape Structures

2002

Memorial School

Side Left of Building

Landscape Structures

2014

Murphy Field

Behind the Main Softball Field

Landscape Structures

2001

Navy Yard Field

Front Right Corner of Field

Unkonwn

1976

NHS

Court Yard

Landscape Structures

2012

NHS

East of School

Landscape Structures

2014

Site Analysis

Natick Site Map

TOWN OF

Natick

Scale: NTS
MASSACHUSETTS

Site Analysis

Region #1

t.

dS
tfor

Brown Elementary
School

r

Ha

Kennedy Middle
School

n St.

Spee

Cole Center

Mi

ll S

t.

J.J. Lane Park

West Central St.

Henry Wilson Park

TOWN OF

Natick

Scale: 1”= 250’
MASSACHUSETTS

Site Analysis

J.J. Lane Park - Pre-Construction

Speen St.

Wooded Area

Open Space

Wildwood Pl.
Parking Lot

Open Space
Wooded Area

Speen St.

Belmore Rd.

Wooded Area

TOWN OF

Natick

Scale: 1”= 30’
MASSACHUSETTS

J.J. LANE PARK 2012 MASTER PLAN

TOWN OF

Natick

MASSACHUSETTS

Site Analysis

Cole Center, Natick Parks & Recreation Dept.

Multi-Purpose Field

d.

tis R

Cur

d.

ia R

in
Virg

Playground

Parking Lot

Cole Center

n Ln.

Bode

Multi-Purpose Field

Gr

ee

nle

af

Rd

.

He

mlo

ck

Dr.

Playground

TOWN OF

Natick

Scale: 1”= 50’
MASSACHUSETTS

Site Analysis

Brown Elementary School & Kennedy Middle School

.

d
oo

Rd

nw

ee

Gr

d
tfor

Parking Lot

St.

Barnesdale Rd.

.

r

Ha

le
da

Rd

es

rn

Ba

Brown Elementary
School

Wooded Area

rey

Playground

Sur

Drop-off Area

Ln.

Playground

Basketball Courts

Multi-Purpose Field

Multi-Purpose Field
Jean Burke Dr.

t.

lS

Mil

Baseball Field

Kennedy Middle
School

Bu

cki

Wooded Area

r.

rD

ie
uc

p

illi

Ph

L
J.

Drop-off Area
Open Space
Parking Lot

TOWN OF

Natick

Scale: 1”= 100’
MASSACHUSETTS

ngh

am

Rd

.

Site Analysis

Brown Elementary School
d.

Parking Lot

dR

Barnesdale Rd.
r

rtfo

Ha

n

ee

Gr

t.
dS

o
wo

.

Elementary School

le
da

es

rn

Ba

Playground
Drop-off Area
Playground

Basketball Courts

Little LeagueField
Jean Burke Dr.

Multi-Purpose Field

TOWN OF

Natick

Scale: 1”= 50’
MASSACHUSETTS

Rd

REGION #1

BROWN ELEMENTARY SCHOOL
BARNESDALE RD.

BROWN ELEMENTARY
SCHOOL

EXPANDED
PARKING

BLEACHERS
AND
PLAYERS
BENCHES
RENOVATED EXISTING
LITTLE LEAGUE FIELD
LOOP PATH
IRRIGATION AND
SUBDRAINAGE

ADDITIONAL
PARKING

135’ x 200’
U12
MULTI-USE FIELD

TOWN OF

Natick

MASSACHUSETTS

Scale: 1”= 50’

Site Analysis

Henry Wilson Park
Railroad Tracks

t.

Mill S

Wooded Area

Open Area

Parking Lot
Existing Building/ Memorial

West Central St.

TOWN OF

Natick

Scale: 1”= 20’
MASSACHUSETTS

REGION #1

HENRY WILSON PARK

PICNIC
AREA
SPLASHPAD
AREA
SHADE
SHELTER
BASKETBALL COURT
WITH SPORTS
LIGHTING

TERRACED
STEPS

OPEN LAWN

PICNIC
AREA

MILL

GAZEBO

ET

STRE

EXPANDED
PARKING
(36 SPACES)

WORKOUT PLAY
EQUIPMENT
PICNIC
AREA

EXISTING PARK
BUILDING

PICNIC
AREA
PARK
ENTRANCE

L STREET

WEST CENTRA

TOWN OF

Natick

MASSACHUSETTS

Scale: 1”= 20’

Site Analysis

Kennedy Middle School

Multi-Purpose Field

Wooded Area

Sur

rey

Jean Burke Dr.

Ln.

Multi-Purpose Field

Kennedy Middle
School
Bu

cki

Wooded Area

Drop-off Area

Phillip J. Lucier Dr.

Open Space

Parking Lot

TOWN OF

Natick

Scale: 1”= 30’
MASSACHUSETTS

ngh

am

Rd

.

Site Analysis

West Hill Park

Wooded Area

Wooded Area

Mill

Little League Field

Open Space Area

West Hill P
ar

Mulit-Purpose Field

k

Parking

Parking

Parking

TOWN OF

Natick

Scale: 1”= 30’
MASSACHUSETTS

St.

Site Analysis

Region #2

ak
St

te

.

ta

rs

e
nt

O

Pine St.

90

N. M

ain S

t.

I

Bennett-Hemenway
School

East School

Mary Bunker Park

Wilson Middle
School

St.
Worcester

TOWN OF

Natick

Scale: 1”= 250’
MASSACHUSETTS

BENNETT- HEMENWAY ELEMENTARY SCHOOL

REGION #2

CONNECT TO
UPGRADED
PLAY AREA
170’ x 300’
U14
MULTI-USE FIELD

UPGRADE EXISTING
T-BALL AREA

REGRADE AND RECONSTRUCT
EXISTING BASEBALL INFIELD.
ADD IRRIGATION

LOOP PATH

COMMUNITY GARDENS WITH
DUMPSTER ENCLOSURE

TERRACED SEATING
WITH PROPOSED PORTAJOHN STRUCTURE

ADDITIONAL PARKING
WITH ADDED BENCHES

BENNETT- HEMENWAY
ELEMENTARY SCHOOL

ADDITIONAL
PARKING

DRAINAGE IMPROVEMENTS.
PROPOSED RAINGARDEN

LOOP PATH

TOWN OF

Natick

Scale: 1”= 40’
MASSACHUSETTS

Site Analysis

Natick East School
Beverly
Rd.

Princeto
n Rd.

Oak St.

St.
Wells

Tennis Courts

Parking Lot
Tennis Courts

Playground
Little LeagueField
Basketball Courts

Multi-Purpose Field

ster

ce
Wor

St.

TOWN OF

Natick

Scale: 1”= 30’
MASSACHUSETTS

EAST SCHOOL

REGION #2
BEVER

n Rd.

AD

LY RO

Princeto

St
Wells
OAK S

NATICK EAST SCHOOL

T

TREE

PICNIC
AREA

BASKETBALL
COURT

STORAGE /
RESTROOMS

PLAYGROUND

PARKING LOT

TENNIS COURTS
210’ X 135’
U-12 MULTIUSE FIELD

GAZEBO

PLAYGROUND

225’ LITTLE LEAGUE
FIELD

WORKOUT PLAY
EQUIPMENT

TOWN OF

Natick

MASSACHUSETTS

Scale: 1”= 40’

Site Analysis

Mary Bunker Park

in St.

North Ma

Wooded Area

Wooded Area
Wooded Area

Support
Building

Wooded Area

Vesta R

d.

Open Space
Parking Lot
Middle Pond

TOWN OF

Natick

Scale: 1”= 30’
MASSACHUSETTS

MARY BUNKER PARK

REGION #2

NORTH M
AIN ST.

WALKING TRAILS

WALKING TRAILS
APPROPRIATE SIGNAGE
AT ENTRANCE AND
THROUGHOUT TRAILS

UPGRADED SUPPORT
BUILDING
PICNIC AREA
CANOE SUPPORT
BUILDING
PARKING LOT
WALKING TRAILS

FIRE PIT AREA
BEACH AREA WITH
BOAT LAUNCH

OVERLOOK
VESTA RD.

ADA LOOP TRAIL

LAKE
COCHITUATE

ADA WALK

TOWN OF

Natick

MASSACHUSETTS

Scale: 1”= 30’

Site Analysis

Wilson Middle School
Rutledge

Ln.

Rutledge Rd.

Baseball Field

Multi-Purpose Field

Wooded Wetland

Drop-off Area

Open Space

Wilson Middle School

Vision Dr.

Parking Lot

Basketball Court
TOWN OF

Natick

Scale: 1”= 40’
MASSACHUSETTS

REGION #2

WILSON MIDDLE SCHOOL
.

RUTLEDGE LN

LOOP PATH

PORTA- JOHN
STRUCTURE
.
GE RD

D

RUTLE

OUTDOOR
CLASSROOM
WALKING TRAILS

MINI FITNESS
COURSE

LOOP PATH

WILSON MIDDLE
SCHOOL

TOWN OF

Natick

MASSACHUSETTS

Scale: 1”= 40’

Site Analysis

Region #3

r
Worceste

Street

Sargent/ Mathworks

Oak S

treet

Bacon Street

Murphy Field

th M

Nor
Lilja Elementary School

ain
Stre

eet

Bacon Str

Street

Tony Anniballi Park at
Pegan Cove

Marion

Walnut Street

et

Loker Park

e

st C

Ea
Navy Yard Field

TOWN OF

Natick

Scale: 1”= 300’
MASSACHUSETTS

al
ntr

eet

Str

Site Analysis

Lilja Elementary School
Sargent Field

Wooded Area
Multi-Purpose Field
Playground
Open Space

Oak St.

Seat Wall
Playground

Parking Lot
Lilja Elementary
School

Open Space

Basketball Court

Paved Play Area
Baseball Field
Playground

Drop-off Area
Bacon St.

TOWN OF

Natick

Scale: 1”= 40’
MASSACHUSETTS

LILJA ELEMENTARY SCHOOL

REGION #3
PROPOSED TRAIL
CONNECTION

SARGENT
FIELD

RAISED GARDEN
BEDS

EXPANDED
WALKING
TRAILS

75’ x 90’
U-6
MULTIUSE FIELD
EXPANDED
PLAYGROUND

PICNIC AREA
OUTDOOR
CLASSROOM

OAK

OUTDOOR
CLASSROOM

ST.
RENOVATED / EXPANDED
PLAYGROUND
LILJA ELEMENTARY
SCHOOL
BASKETBALL
COURT
EXPANDED
PAVED PLAY
AREA

135’ x 180’
U-10
MULTIUSE FIELD

EXPANDED
PLAYGROUND
BACON ST.

TOWN OF

Natick

MASSACHUSETTS

Scale: 1”= 40’

Site Analysis

Albee E. Loker Park
Walnut St.
Ba

co

n

St

.

Multi-Purpose Field

Open Space

Parkman St.

er

e

St

.

Half Court
Basketball
Be

lv

ed

Playground

Open Space

Open Space

Drop-off Area

Walnut St.

TOWN OF

Natick

Scale: 1”= 30’
MASSACHUSETTS

Site Analysis

Murphy Field
Additional Parking

Open Space

Open Space
Multi-Purpose Field

Half Basketball Court

Playground
Softball Field

Franc
Ave

ain S

hM

onia

Nort
t.

Softball Field

ircle

Neil C

Parking Lot

TOWN OF

Natick

Scale: 1”= 30’
MASSACHUSETTS

MURPHY FIELD

REGION #3
EXPANDED
PARKING LOT
(22 SPACES)

REFURBISHED
AND RELOCATED
1/2 BASKETBALL
COURT

PLAY AREA

U-12 SOCCER FIELD
(240’ X 130’)

TH M
NOR

SPLASHPAD

FRAN

OW

MEAD

T
STREE

STREET
SIDE
PARKING

PLAY AREA

ENUE

EXISTING SOFTBALL
FIELD

IA AV

EET

STR

CON

AIN

U-8 SOCCER FIELD
(105’ X 75’)

NEW BLEACHER
SEATING

IRCLE

NEIL C
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Town of Natick Field and Park Study
March 18, 2015 – Public Outreach and Input Session: Region 1

Meeting Notes
Natick town officials, residents, and people involved in Natick athletic programs came together on
Wednesday March 18th to discuss how to better utilize the town's athletic fields. This meeting focused on
Region 1 in Natick, which includes Brown School, Cole Center, Henry Wilson Park, J.J. Lane Park, Kennedy
Middle School, and West Hill Park.
Attendees: See attached sign in sheet
Observations


Husband likes to run, would be nice to provide a place for that



Would like a dog park
o

People don’t pick up feces in the parks, could create a problem

Brown and Kennedy


Played on other side of Natick because couldn’t use the fields at Brown



Marathon comes through here

Cole Center


A lot of cars park on Pilgrim and possibly the commuter rail



They liked the community feel and considered moving closer to center of town due to the
common and events in town



Trees help to buffer, adding 80 trees, 20-30 rhodys



Adding additional parking along the street.

Henry Wilson Park


Good site for marathon viewing.



Town wide could use consistent signage program

J.J. Lane Park


No access to lake



DCR has 100’ footage- hoping a connection to the lake will happen in the future

Weston & Sampson

Town of Natick Field and Park Study
March 19, 2015 – Public Outreach and Input Session: Region 2

Meeting Notes
Natick town officials, residents, and people involved in Natick athletic programs came together on
Thursday March 19th to discuss how to better utilize the town's athletic fields. This meeting focused on
Region 2 in Natick, which includes Bennett- Hemenway School, East School, Mary Bunker Park, and Wilson
Middle School.
Attendees: See attached sign in sheet

East School


Play tennis weekly
o

Courts need work and fencing

o

If the town shows interest, they will get more respect



Trash issue- teenage trash, dog trash



Trash from rt. 9- tires, barrels



“Lost Park”- bad spray paint, no trash barrels, water shed is a mess



Access across Oak St.- too tough to cross Rt. 9



More trees buffering Rt. 9



Invasive plants could be removed



Soil management on hills



Control runoff



Dream summer splash pad



Flooded for ice skating



Used to flood tennis courts



No benches



People coming by vandalizing
o

More patrol at night



Gates to close in rough edge at access from Beverly St.



Need accessible restrooms- porta johns or facilities



Get a shed to store clean up stuff



Possibly add a skate park- they had one, but it closed. Could help keep people out of the tennis
courts
Weston & Sampson



The gym has recently been used and programed.



Potential T. Train for outdoor maintenance



Pocket park for neighborhood, corner stone for connection to other resources



Forrest wetland system and other resources

East School Playground


See-saw in bad shape



Older kid play



Fenced in with gates- toddlers



Guard rail, tough at edge of playground



No benches

Wilson Middle School


Fields are very wet



No trash cans



Limit bathroom use



Porta potty could make sense there



Would like to see climbing net



Lots of play room at the schools

Bennett- Hemenway School


Benches to sit- besides players benches



Improve the quality of the playground

Mary Bunker Park


Natick hiking trail lacking



Mini swimming area



Parking is limited- but don’t want to compromise the serenity



Potential boat house and dock



Possible parking at the building 19 site



Bound walks around parking and use island.

Weston & Sampson

Town of Natick Field and Park Study
March 24, 2015 – Public Outreach and Input Session: Region 3

Meeting Notes
Natick town officials, residents, and people involved in Natick athletic programs came together on
Tuesday March 24th to discuss how to better utilize the town's athletic fields. This meeting focused on
Region 3 in Natick, which includes Lilja Elementary School, Loker Park, Murphy Field, Navy Yard Field,
Sargent/ Mathworks Field, and Tony Anniballi Park at Pegan Cove.
Attendees: See attached sign in sheet
Sargent/ Mathworks Field













No restrooms, but they have porta potties, town wide we need restrooms
No seating
No place for smaller children to play
Would like to see multi-generational use
Potential dog park to keep dogs off of the fields
Town forest cannot be used for dog parks due to agreement with Honeywell foundation
Middlesex path is under control of the board of selectmen and is conservation land. Town forest
will be a better location for a dog park.
Benches should be put in on the perimeter walkway
Consistency with amenities throughout town for sense of cohesion
Are there any bike trails in town? Should put a bike lane on Oak Street.
o There is a trail committee in town, they could address.
Move salt water shed- critical piece of property soil storage and management area is important
piece in town. Not sure if it can be moved.
Make sure public is notified if lights are added

Navy Yard Field









Town picked up the park in the 60’s and never worked with the layout
Basketball court is in the outfield, but don’t get rid of basketball courts
If we keep the basketball courts, could they be moved back to the corner
4-7 parking is a huge issue on both sides of Washington Street. A lot of users walk to the courts.
Parking should be at back by rail yard
Brook gets filled with everything, could it be culverted?
Could you put speed bumps on Washington Street?
o Would be tough with plowing
People don’t pick up after their dogs- need doggy bag dispensers
Weston & Sampson















Trash is also never picked up
Need volunteers for the poop patrol
Worst field for poop is Lilja
What are the programming plans for the field
o Games shouldn’t be happening at the same time. This occurs often.
Playground in disrepair
Would be good to clean up woods, kids drink back there
Possible steward at each park for cleanup efforts or can call DPW and they will pick it up
This site id the “Broken window theory”- Left neglected, it becomes more prone to vandalism and
abuse, but if it is nice and well maintained, it is respected more by the people in the community.
Back corner is a good place for a tot lot
o Attraction to teenagers at night would depend on the layout
o Monitoring would be part of this design
Sons of Italy Partnership- Discussion on parking
Possibly a lit basketball court, would not be opposed to lit basketball courts
Lights have been on motion sensors

Murphy Field







No parking, new fence allows for an added row of parking on the north side of the site
Would like to see upgraded children’s area
How to link it easily to rail trail
Are we in touch with youth teams to let them know they are visiting and need to clean up after
themselves- Town is working on policy
Add bicycle parking
Keep pathways

Loker Park







Nice shape
Field not big enough for structured play
Playground- 7-8 years old
Small community garden
It is a people’s park
Sometimes parking is an issue

Tony Anniballi Park at Pegan Cove







Would like to see access to the lake
o No access at J.J. Lane either
o Only home owners have access to lake
Natick Labs(military installation)- don’t want boats on the lake
State owned lake
Only place you can water ski
Path is difficult and is narrow
Weston & Sampson








Path fence is broken and has holes, people break through to cut across rail
o MBTA is responsible for that
Make park more public
History of area is fascinating, would be great to document it
Lake may need to be used as an aquifer
Town does have OPM treat it like zone 2- follow BMP
Sustainability coordinator- Julian Wilson Martin

Weston & Sampson

Town of Natick Field and Park Study
March 12, 2015 – Public Outreach and Input Session: Region 4

Meeting Notes
Natick town officials, residents, and people involved in Natick athletic programs came together on
Thursday March 12th to discuss how to better utilize the town's athletic fields. This meeting focused on
Region 4 in Natick, which includes Community Senior Center, Coolidge Fields/ Woods, Johnson School,
and the Town Common.
Attendees: See attached sign in sheet
Johnson School


We love the playground
o

Good that it is on the street and visible to the public

o

Creates natural play areas, amazing rock space- test limits, could be visually improved

o

Needs more signage

o

Would like to see green growth between street and playground



Dark and isolated in the back of the school, feels secluded



Sledding in winter time



Baseball field is tired



Love rink, local neighborhood hub



Not much action on basketball court
o



Would get used more if it had lighting

Could open up space by removing some vegetation

Community Senior Center


Would like to see garden plots



Perimeter pathway isn’t used much because its bumpy



Use it for archery



Field is wet



There is talk of putting in a boardwalk



People like to walk dogs there



Need a playground



Need a shade structure
Weston & Sampson



Need a better walking track



Supposedly enough room for a pool



The nearest tennis courts are at Memorial School



Possible basketball courts in the parking lot, could use tennis courts.

Town Common


Beautiful common



Farmers market every Saturday morning, like how it is set up off the sidewalk



Kids play soccer



Needs a tiny playground, chess tables, just something to play on



Trash issue



Make all parks multigenerational



High school kids hangout there



Possibly move bus stop right after, town police and fire intersections will be reconstructed



Don’t want to limit ourselves based on what is already there



Parking garage with roof top parking



Plan for market with multi-level stalls

Coolidge Fields/ Woods


Fields can be reconfigured to make room for other amenities



Talk of skating rink



Potential flooding for rink. Port-a-rink



Looking for a champion for each park



Not a lot of parking, possibly carve out some parking



Create a general bike area



Perimeter walking paths, bike paths, playground, pocket support



Some dog problems there



Drainage problems



Really good hiking on Coolidge Hill



Needs trail signage



Use geographic space under utility wires as multi-use space, connect to trails and include the
aqueducts for non-vehicular transport.



Would like to see climbing net somewhere in town.

Weston & Sampson

Town of Natick Field and Park Study
April 1, 2015 – Public Outreach and Input Session: Region 5

Meeting Notes
Natick town officials, residents, and people involved in Natick athletic programs came together on
Wednesday April 1st to discuss how to better utilize the town's athletic fields and parks. This meeting
focused on Region 5 in Natick, which includes Natick High School North Complex, Natick High School
South Complex and the Memorial Beach.
General High School Comments


All permitting goes through the School Department and the Athletic Director.



No timers on the lights.
o

The control cabinet would have to be replaced.



Heavy use from 5 a.m. – 10 p.m.



Recycling buckets are black and people use them for trash.



Additional water access at school properties should be explored.



Natick has 1 maintenance worker to Needham’s 14 maintenance workers.

Natick High School North Complex


The multiuse field gets limited use.
o

Lots of stone



The tennis courts are used by the tennis club and Natick Tennis Association.



The courts get heavy use during Natick Nights and on Sunday mornings.
o

Hard to get on the courts most of the time.



Curb between softball fields and tennis courts are too high and drainage rushes onto the courts.



Needs wind screens, particularly on the west side of the courts
o

Wind goes right over softball and into the tennis courts.

Natick High School South Complex


Youth football uses the fields in August.



Boat launch is used inappropriately.



Look at other boat launch locations, there is a need.



Options for fishing at boat launch.
o

One family with a hibachi closes the launch down
Weston & Sampson

o

Frequent dog swimming

o

Signage is critical



Water quality is not tested at the boat launch.



Lack of basketball courts and lacrosse fields.



Is a basketball court north of the track possible?

Memorial Beach


New pier system.



Not enough shade.
o

People compete for shade.



New plantings



Picnic area always needs to be raked.



o

Organized clean-ups help

o

2 person clean up groups

Sand washed into water when there is too much use.

Weston & Sampson

Town of Natick Field and Park Study
March 3, 2015 – Public Outreach and Input Session: Region 6

Meeting Notes
Natick town officials, residents, and people involved in Natick athletic programs came together on
Tuesday March 3rd to discuss how to better utilize the town's athletic fields. This meeting focused on
Region 6 in Natick, which includes Grove Park, Hunnewell Fields, Memorial School, Shaw Park, and South
Natick Dam Park and Multi-purpose Area.
Attendees: See attached sign in sheet
Shaw Park


No signage
o

90% of people know where Shaw Park is



No shade



Water cut off



Underused- only dog walkers



Trees from original design should be added



People come and help add native plantings. It is the public garden of Natick



Potential beautiful park. Add benches



Competes with elm bank



Not a Frisbee throwing park



Circular path, kids love to run in circles



Eyes aren’t attracted to it. Draw people in by opening the wall up – Nancy



Bacon Free Library across the street
o

Should coordinate both properties- Jack

o

Shaw barn sold and money went to library

o

Library went through $6,000 renovation to outdoor areas in 1998- Jack



Improve parking- Pat



Incorporate kiosk with historical information- Pat



Needs benches



Shaw park could be the focus of south Natick. Improving parking and explaining some history.

Weston & Sampson

Grove Park


Courts are failing



Better access to area in back for active sports



Would like to see a sculpture



Recreational opportunity for access to Charles river

Hunnewell Fields


Issues with traffic and parking



Should purchase 22 pleasant street property



Little league area will define parking area

Memorial School


Has tennis courts



Porta Johns

Comments


History, culture, environment have worked to create extensive and diverse trail system.



To what extent can you preserve?



Don’t have many pocket parks, like what Brookline has.



N.E. corner has no parks



MWRA – designated aqueduct as trails



Town owns strip town land by power lines



Dedham, nice park, access to river



Habcia Alger House- series of over layers
o

Burial site



National historic site



Knot property is for sale



Identification lacking in community



Interpretive signage needed
o



Need permission

What resources are we lacking?
o

“Comfort station”

o

Playgrounds for small children

o

Parking access for community during peak times

o

Bathrooms at ball fields

Weston & Sampson

Natick Recreation and Parks Department
“CREATE COMMUNITY THROUGH PEOPLE, PARKS & PROGRAMS”

Field Use Policy
Rental of Fields
This policy applies to all Town of Natick fields when scheduled by the Recreation & Parks
Department or NHS Athletic Department. All guidelines included in this policy must be met or
the Recreation & Parks Department or NHS Athletic Department has the right to revoke use of
requested fields by applicants.
The Recreation & Parks Department will make every reasonable effort to treat all
organizations, teams, and individuals using town fields in a fair and equitable manner when
establishing priorities for use. Further, all players, coaches, and spectators are expected to
abide by generally accepted standards of good sportsmanship, standards set forth by the user
groups. User groups must allocate field usage so as not to discriminate on the basis of
disability, gender, race or religion.
The Town of Natick due to the growing number of field requests by residents, organizations,
leagues and companies will allocate fields only to those groups whose players consist of 80%
Natick residents. Fields will be assigned with design and use patterns in mind.
Applications
The first step to securing a field is to complete a Field Use Application form available at the Cole
Center, 179 Boden Lane or online at www.natickma.gov/recreation .
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Natick Recreation and Parks Department
“CREATE COMMUNITY THROUGH PEOPLE, PARKS & PROGRAMS”

Submitting applications:
1.

For use of a field at the NHS Complex please complete the Field Use Application and
submit to the NHS Athletic Director at 15 West Street.

2.

For all other fields in town, please complete application and submit to the Recreation &
Parks Department, 179 Boden Lane during normal business hours.

3. Applications will be accepted in person or via mail.
4. Telephone reservations will not be accepted, however, you may call (508) 647-6530 to
check field or park availability.
5. All applicants must be at least 18 years of age and must be present throughout the entire
use of the rental period.
6. Once your reservation request has been submitted – a certificate of insurance is due
within 10 businesses days or no more than 10 days before the first permitted date.
7. No games/practices/events may begin before 8:00am or past dusk, with the exception
of lighted fields that may be scheduled up to 10pm. The time stated on your
application should be the actual time you wish to gain entry to the field/facility and the
time you anticipate being cleaned-up and off the field.
8. Field permits may not be “sublet” to any other group than the one stated on the permit.
9. Groups must submit game schedules and lining plans 2 weeks prior to the start of field use.
10. Groups selling concessions must get approval (complete food permit before the
season/event starts) through the local board of health 508 647-6460. All outside vendors
must have a permit to operate in Natick. Please direct any questions to the Natick Board of
Health.
11. There is no grilling of any kind allowed on our fields.
12. Applications are not confirmed until the applicant receives the field use permit. Just
submitting an application does not guarantee use.
13. Tournament and events will require a plan detailing signage, parking, waste, restrooms
and communications. The plan will be submitted and reviewed by the Recreation &
Parks Director. Plans may need further approval by other town officials.
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User Priority
Reservations will be accepted on a first come first serve basis and will be considered for all
reservations according to the following priority:
1. Recreation & Parks Department and Natick Public Schools.
2. Natick Youth Groups. Natick Soccer Club, Natick Little League, Natick Lacrosse, Junior
Redmen Football
3. Natick Adult Sports Organizations. Men’s Slow Pitch Softball, Women’s Slow Pitch
Softball
4. Natick Residents
5. Other Organizations: Select teams, club teams, private clinics, tournaments, camps,
private schools, non-residents, unaffiliated organizations, and other organizations.

When to Apply
Field Use:

Application Submitting Start Dates

Spring Season

April 1(TBD) – June 30

February 1

Summer Season

July 1 – August 31

May 1

Fall Season

September 1 – November 30 (TBD)

July 1
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Liability/Insurance
1.

Liability insurance holding the Town of Natick harmless is required for all long term
reservations and tournaments. All policies must name the Town of Natick as additionally
insured.

2. The applicants will be responsible for any and all damage to the Town of Natick
premises, equipment, and property. The applicant will be charged accordingly.
3.

The applicant will be held responsible for all actions, behaviors, and damages caused by
his/her guests/attendees (this includes visiting teams).

4.

The Recreation & Parks Department or Natick Public Schools have the right to revoke any
permit(s) issued due to the group causing damage to the field by inappropriate behavior
or activities caused by the group’s use of the field.

Security
The Recreation & Parks Department reserves the right to require a police detail at any event.
The permit holder should arrange for the police detail with the Natick Police Department.
Please make arrangements with the police department at least 60 days prior to an event.
Permits will not be released until the officers are reserved. Cost of detail will be the
responsibility of the field user.

Restrooms
Some parks do not have restrooms available. If you are renting a field at one of those parks,
you may need to rent portable toilet facilities. The Recreation & Parks Department will
coordinate this with you. Those fields that have restrooms and need to be opened will have
additional charges for those Restrooms.

Field Lining and Maintenance
Field lining is a very important part of the permitting process. Please contact the Recreation &
Parks Department to go over field lining schemes for seasonal permits. We will not line fields
for short term permits. The Land Facilities Department may ask a user group to move or alter
practices due to field lining and mowing.
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Field Fee Structure
This field fee structure is put together with Natick residents in mind. We look to provide high
quality fields to the residents of Natick. There are costs associated with the upkeep and
maintenance of the fields. The department looks to keep use of these fields affordable to all.
User Group Categories:
Group 1 – Recreation & Parks & Natick Public Schools
Group 2 – Natick Youth Sports Groups (Recognized)
Group 3 - Natick Adult Sports Groups (Recognized)
Group 4 – Natick Residents
Group 5 – Other Organizations
User Group Costs:
Group 1 – No Charge
Group 2 - $5/player/season
- Additional $5/player/season for artificial turf fields
Group 3 - $125/team/season
Group 4 - $10/Hour
Group 5 - $200/Field/Day
- $300/Turf Field/Day
Field lining, lighting, and synthetic field use may have additional costs. This will be
reviewed when a permit is issued.
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Field Rules & Regulations
General Rules and Regulations
The Town of Natick and Director of Recreation & Parks, Land Facilities Supervisor, High School
Athletic Director or an authorized representative retains the right to set conditions and
requirements suitable for safe, reasonable, and orderly use of the parks and fields. Violation of
rules and regulations may result in the field use permit being revoked.
1. Any person (s) violating the established Rules and Regulations or constituting a public
nuisance may be required to leave the premises.
2. Permit holders are only to use those fields specifically designated on the permit. There may
be another group following yours, so it is essential that the field is vacated by the
scheduled ending time.
3. The reservation is for field use only. Field permits are issued “AS IS”: bases, goals, balls
and other equipment are not included in the permit.
4. All trash must be placed in proper receptacles. User groups are responsible for making
sure the area is picked up at the end of their daily use period (this includes under
bleachers and the perimeter of the field). We take pride in our green initiatives.
5. Drills that result in excessive wear shall be conducted outside of the marked playing
surface. Please do not use lines for impact running drills.
6. User groups are expected to use good judgment to ensure unnecessary wear during non
game time activities.
7. Vehicles may not be driven or parked on turf areas, sidewalks, service driveways, or
emergency zones, no exceptions.
8. There is no alcohol or tobacco consumption allowed on Town owned property.
9. There is no subletting of any field or facility in the Town of Natick. Permit holder must be
present on site during the field or facility usage.
10. Full responsibility and liability for property damage will be assumed by the user group.
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General Rules and Regulations Continued
11. The Town of Natick carries no medical insurance for users of its facilities. Users
participate at their own risk of injury.
12. There is to be no trespassing on abutter’s property for any reason.
13. There is no grilling (either gas or charcoal) allowed at the fields in town.
14. The Town of Natick asks that all pets be on leashes. Under no circumstances should
pets be on playing surfaces.
15. Use of Lights, Bathrooms Facilities or PA System requires prior approval.
Please note the following field specific policies:
Synthetic Field and Track Use



Proper foot wear at all times on both the track and synthetic field.



No items of any kind should be placed on the track surface, including bags, tables, and
goals.



Walkway mats shall be used by all user groups to access the synthetic surface. The user
group shall be responsible for rolling up the protective mat after each use. The mat
shall be the only pathway to access the synthetic surface with cleats on.



Water only, no other sport drinks or beverages allowed on track or synthetic surface.

Baseball and Softball



Soft toss against fences shall not be allowed.



Standing water SHALL NOT be shoveled, bucketed, or swept out in any fashion. Field
grooming shall be conducted by the LFNR staff, or by approved individuals that have
been properly instructed by the LFNR supervisor.



Only those amendments approved by LFNR shall be used for water removal and infield
conditioning.
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Rainy Days/Wet Fields
All fields (with the exception of artificial turf) in the Town of Natick are closed for use by
anyone during the months of late November – through March. To prevent damage and for
safety reasons, the fields are not to be used in rain, wet, frost or frozen conditions. Please do
not allow your participants to play in any unsafe conditions and report such conditions (if
necessary) to the Land Facilities Division at (508) 647-6558.
If there are questions as to whether or not a field can be played on, you should check the
posting on the town website. Change in status due to changing weather conditions will be
updated by 2pm for daily evening play and by 7am for weekend play.
Guidelines for cancellation of activity on Town/School fields:
1. If a footstep leaves an impression on the turf or if the grass is removed easily
with a cleat, this is considered a wet field.
2. Standing puddles of water on a field, ground is water logged and/or squishy.
3. Footing is unsure and slippery.
4. Lightening or thunder is present or severe weather warnings are present.
5. Unsafe facility conditions – glass, exposed stones and rocks, etc.
6. Frost present or frozen fields.
Youth Group Field Coordinators Responsibilities
Although fields may be open for play, weather and field conditions may deteriorate by game
time, in these situations, it is the responsibility of the field use coordinator to determine
whether or not to resume play.
Closed or restricted areas:
A closed field area is at the discretion of the Director of Recreation & Parks, Land Facilities
Supervisor, NHS Athletic Director or the Town’s designee. Any section or part of any park,
facility or field may be declared closed to the public at any time for any interval of time, either
temporarily or at regularly scheduled maintenance intervals.
Knowledge of a group playing on or damaging turf may result in the immediate cancellation of
that permit and/or fines imposed to repair such damage. Please call the Land Facilities
Department to report damage immediately at 508 647-6558. Refunds will not be issued for
inclement weather but every effort will be made to reschedule the event.
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